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ABSTRACT

“From the heart, may it go to the heart”: Liturgy and Embodiment in Beethoven’s Missa
solemnis

by Brigid Coleridge

Advisor: Scott Burnham

Since its 1824 premiere in St. Petersburg, Beethoven’s Missa solemnis, Op. 123 has only
ever been performed in secular concert settings. This performance history is reflected in critical
trends in Missa solemnis scholarship. Following Adorno’s 1959 essay that characterized the
Missa as “alienated,” critical perspectives on Beethoven’s last Mass have largely responded to
the work as "absolute music," indifferent to or disregarding the Mass text. Despite its exclusively
secular performance history, however, the Missa solemnis was written for use in the Mass
liturgy (at the installation of the Archduke Rudolf as Archbishop of Olmütz). Moreover, the
Missa was composed during a dynamic period in the socio-cultural life of Catholic Vienna, when
the intersection between religious practice and Enlightenment ideals was vigorously debated.
This dissertation addresses a liturgical gap in much Missa solemnis scholarship. It
argues that knowledge of liturgical theology and practice enlarges the range of audible meaning
in the Missa and suggests useful theoretical models with which to conceptualize the listening
experience. Part socio-historical investigation, the dissertation highlights the context of the
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Missa’s production in the cultural complexities of Beethoven’s Vienna (acknowledging in
particular the role of the Catholic Aüfklarung) and in the intersection of the Mass liturgy with
broader aesthetic and philosophical trends in the nineteenth-century German-language world.
In considering the Missa in relation to the identity and function of the Mass, the dissertation
employs the concept of embodiment as a hermeneutical tool. It argues that somatic
knowledge—central to theological understanding of the liturgy—offers a compelling lens
through which to observe interdisciplinary text/music/liturgy conversations at work in the
Missa.
This dissertation advocates a multi-disciplinary approach to the Missa solemnis,
studying the work as music, text and liturgy, drawing on a variety of philosophical, theological,
musicological and artistic voices, historical and contemporary. While historical enquiry is
considered important to the discussion, the contemporary listener is always present: the
dissertation probes the ways in which approaching the Missa in its liturgical dimension
interact with and potentially shape a contemporary listening experience. In doing so, it
advocates for listening as a philosophical and imaginative challenge.
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INTRODUCTION

An encounter
Beethoven definitely did not bargain for the circumstances of my first hearing of his
Missa solemnis Op. 123 when he began imagining the work in 1819. It was late summer, the
beginning of a new semester, and with my defensively large headphones I was squeezed into a
corner of orange plastic seating on a train trundling the length of Manhattan. I was not familiar
then with Beethoven’s Masses—I am a violinist, and the chamber works and symphonies were
nearest to my heart. But the precise feel of that subway seat pressing into the sweaty skin behind
my knees remains vivid to me. By the time I was halfway through the opening Kyrie of the Missa
solemnis, I was acutely aware of the contrast between my body enclosed in a tight, heaving space
and the endless expanses being created in sound between my ears. The Benedictus brought the
moment that cemented my fascination with the Missa. I had emerged from the heavy air of the
subway to trudge up glaring city blocks. On the corner of 42nd and 5th, I came to a stop: a solo
violin had appeared as if from the sky above my head to spin long threads around the orchestra
and voices. I was astounded: the sudden movement from exultant grandiosity to the intimacy of
this apparition, the way that the instrument was singing—how often had I been urged by my
violin teachers to mimic the human voice! I could feel the sound in my fingers and in my throat,
I could understand bodily the way that Beethoven was asking the violin to speak differently from
how it had spoken thus far in the Missa. It was the most surprising and deeply personal moment
of musical listening that I had experienced in a long time. That it was a matter of the moment is
important—it did not emerge from a comparative study of musical Masses or from any
particular estimation of this specific Mass above all others. It did however prompt me towards
further enquiry.
1

In investigating further the solo violin’s descent into the Benedictus, I discovered that it
spoke to another specific physical experience. With this acclamation, the celebrant of the
Catholic Mass liturgy, whether in its Tridentine or present-day form, who has earlier accepted
for sacramental use the very material bread and wine, heralds the coming—bodily, in history,
and in the sacramental movement of the following part of the Mass—as the Benedictus says, of
“he who comes in the name of the Lord.”1 The idea of the violin’s transformation into a solo
voice interacting with, indeed embodying this idea, was electrifying. The musical practice at a
solemn Tridentine Mass underlined this idea: the sung Sanctus could extend, depending on the
richness of the musical version, from its commencement at the outset of the Eucharistic or Great
Prayer (following the Preface) to near the consecration and elevation, after which the Benedictus
would be sung.2 Thus, my personal, bodily understanding of the solo violin’s voice had been able
to draw me into another, interior language of the Missa that spoke to a specific context, a
context of shared physical experience. I could not remember another musical work that had so
evocatively understood bodies as modes of meaning and expression: in music, in words, in
listening, in experience.
My simple initial consultation of the Benedictus’ corresponding point in the Mass liturgy
was, unbeknownst to me, a somewhat radical act (as I came to find in my survey of the relevant

1

“Sanctus,” International Commission on English in the Liturgy Corporation, “Texts for Order of Mass
Settings (Roman Missal),” United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, 2010,
http://usccb.org/about/divine-worship/policies/mass-settings-texts.cfm.
2
Josef A. Jungmann, The Mass of the Roman Rite: Its Origins and Development (Missarum Sollemnia),
trans. Francis A Brunner, vol. 2, 2 vols (Westminster, Md.: Christian Classics, 1986), 137. Martin Cooper,
Beethoven: The Last Decade 1817-1827 (London, New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 264. In the
Roman Missal of the period, the Sanctus and the Benedictus appeared, as they do now, as a single song.
According to Jungmann, Ceremoniale episcoporum (1600), the manual for Masses presided at by a
bishop, presumes that the Benedictus will not be sung until after the consecration: “the silence of the
[Tridentine] Mass is completely surrendered in a Mass celebrated with singing [which continues] the
dominant note of the Great Prayer—thanksgiving and praise—and unfolds it musically.” Martin Cooper
writes of “the slow, hovering descent of the solo violin, encircled by accompanying flutes” as Beethoven’s
“musical illustration of the ‘Real Presence’ of Christ conceived as descending” at the Consecration. My
interpretation focusses on the theological content of the concept of “Real Presence.”
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literature). The production circumstances and subsequent performance history of the Missa
solemnis are uniquely challenging. While the Missa was commissioned for the installation of
Beethoven’s patron the Archduke Rudolf as Archbishop of Olmütz, Beethoven was
characteristically late in completing the work and missed its planned liturgical premiere. When
the Missa was first performed in 1824, it was in the secular concert setting of aristocratic St.
Petersburg, thus unintentionally setting a firm precedent—to this day, the Missa has never been
performed as part of a Mass.3 My investigation of the Benedictus as liturgy, and the ways in
which it both corresponded to and revealed additional possible meanings to my subjective
embodied listening, led me to ponder: what other musical insights might be yielded by a
consideration of the Missa solemnis in a liturgical context? In what ways would approaching the
Missa as liturgical accompaniment interact with—indeed, shape—a listening experience? These
are the two central questions that this dissertation sets out to answer.

Criticism and reception
While the key questions that frame my dissertation were initiated by my own listening
experience of the Missa solemnis, they have also been directed by the relative absence of such
discussion from Missa scholarship. Chapter One of my dissertation offers a consideration of
critical literatures and their socio-cultural contexts, examining in particular scholarly
relationships with the Mass’s liturgical identity. When I first addressed myself to the scholarly
literature in this area, it was startling to me that very few studies referenced the Missa in its
liturgical character. Clearly the work has a complicated performance history, but it strikes me as
unusual that the idea of liturgy, and in particular the Mass as liturgy, should be so thoroughly

3 Consistent with the practice of sacred music concerts in churches (Haydn’s Masses were often presented
in this way), the Missa Solemnis was performed, for example, in St Martin’s Church, Bratislava in 1835. It
has been frequently performed in St Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna, including in 2020, to honour
Beethoven’s 250th anniversary. A recording exists of a 1961 performance in the same Cathedral. See: Carl
Schuricht et al., Missa Solemnis (Beethoven), CD (Stephansdom, Vienna: St Laurent Studio YSL T-511, 1961),
https://www.norpete.com/c1648.html.
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excised from critical consideration of the music. Regardless of performance history, and given
that Beethoven had set out to write a Mass for a very specific occasion, surely the concept of
liturgy and the possibility of its interactions with the musical score could be useful to examine?
In addition to broad liturgical considerations, the Mass text—the Missa text—is also
conspicuously absent from many scholarly studies of the Missa. Especially following Adorno’s
1959 critique of the Missa solemnis as “alienated,” there seems to be a critical trend towards
addressing the work as largely absolute music. When the Mass text or its basic theology (that is,
system of meaning) is referenced, scholars often attempt to distance Beethoven the man from
these ideas, implicitly echoing Adorno’s mystification at the fact “that Beethoven composed a
Mass in the first place.”4 As I reference in Chapter One, Nicholas Chong speaks of this primarily
post-Adorno critical trend as a “de-Catholicizing” impulse.5 Chong’s phrase casts the
banishment of the liturgy from scholarly criticism as perhaps more of an ideological impulse
than it might be. However, in the course of my dissertation, I have found it to be useful
shorthand for a strikingly widespread omission of the Mass-as-liturgy (and often as text) from
musicological consideration. To my understanding, this omission of the Mass-as-liturgy
suggests valuable insight into the ways in which criticism is shaped by individual critics’ sociocultural contexts. Further, it has drawn my attention to the ways in which Beethoven reception
history has been characterized by the cultural evolution of the self. In his recent work on audible
autobiography, Mark Evan Bonds highlights the centrality of the individual in both
Enlightenment and Romantic thought, cultural influences that Bonds identifies in Beethoven’s
project of self-creation, as well as being a key component of the reception of his music post1830. The contemporary self—defined, according to Charles Taylor, by a sense of unique
“inwardness” that is “fixed and unchangeable, whatever our knowledge of history and cultural

4

Theodor W. Adorno, “Alienated Magnum Opus: The Missa Solemnis,” in Night Music: Essays on Music
1928-1962, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Wieland Hoban (London; New York: Seagull Books, 2009), 249.
5
Nicholas Junkai Chong, "Beethoven’s Catholicism: A Reconsideration" (PhD diss. abstract, Columbia
University, 2016), doi.org/10.7916/D8RJ4JMK.
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variation may lead us to believe”—continues to shape understandings of Beethoven’s music as
the expression of a unique self, operating outside the bounds of specific socio-cultural context
and indeed in advance of his time.6 Within this prevailing cultural context, contemplating the
Missa solemnis as liturgical might represent a singularly "personal" challenge for scholars.
Socio-cultural context
A consideration of the Missa solemnis as music for liturgy is in part an investigation of
socio-historical and cultural contexts. In Chapter Two, my dissertation highlights the cultural
and social complexities of early-nineteenth century Vienna, dwelling on the Mass liturgy as a
site of debate and expression of reforming ideals in Viennese religious and intellectual circles.
The work of Johann Michael Sailer, a Bavarian priest (and from 1829 Bishop of the Diocese of
Ratisbon) is particularly relevant in this context. Sailer was much admired by Beethoven for
his vision of a "lived faith" that incorporated Enlightenment ideals—Beethoven’s library
included three of Sailer’s books. Sailer was closely associated with the phenomenon of the
Catholic Aufklärung (Enlightenment). In this chapter, I present a case for the Missa solemnis
as interacting with these context-specific concerns via a variety of vernaculars: musical,
textual, liturgical. My purpose in pursuing this socio-historical emphasis is not to insist on
‘accurate’ historical readings. Rather, my focus lies on the ways in which knowledge of sociocultural contexts of music production can contribute to the range of meanings available to the
contemporary listener.

Multi-disciplinary critical model
This dissertation treats the Missa as a multi-disciplinary work that constructs meaning
through dialogue. The Missa accomplishes this by conducting interdisciplinary conversations

6

Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Harvard University Press,
1989), 111-112.
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internally, and externally with its socio-historical context. In constructing a study of the Missa
solemnis as liturgy, text and music, I draw on scholarly and artistic voices from a wide variety of
disciplines: philosophers, theologians, musicologists, art historians, writers and musicians.
These diverse perspectives are invoked throughout, although Chapter Three in particular draws
Virginia Woolf, W.G. Sebald, and the visual artist Tacita Dean into the discussion, as part of an
exploration of the history of somatic knowledge in artistic practice. For the purpose of my
dissertation, I consider such diverse comparisons as enabling me to acknowledge the wider
world with which the Missa inherently interacts as a multidisciplinary artform. In addition, the
deliberate use of more recent or contemporary comparisons emphasizes the reality of the
contemporary listening experience, in which the Missa is not an artifact but rather exists in a
multi-dimensional, shared present.

Embodied listening and the liturgical model
In Chapter Four, my dissertation explores the body as an agent of the multi-dimensional
musical present I hear at work in the Missa. I identify in music and text a somatic vernacular—
sounds and gestures and words registered and readily understood by listeners in terms of
bodiliness. In many ways, this dissertation is an attempt to acknowledge my first experiences of
the Missa solemnis by making space in a formalized discourse for the different kinds of personal
and collective embodiments that I understand as being at work in the music. As a musician and
as a listener, bodily experience and possibilities of somatic knowledge are important realities in
my understanding of music. In particular, I am interested in the role such embodiments might
play in mediating the relationship between music written two centuries ago and a contemporary
listening context, fashioning an experience of "present-ness" even as the sounds invoke a
specific past. In referring to an embodied experience, I draw on the possibilities for meaning
that Rosi Braidotti infers in her statement that "The body, or the embodiment, of the subject is
to be understood as neither a biological nor a sociological category, but rather as a point of
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overlapping between the physical, the symbolic, and the sociological."7 At the same time, I
acknowledge the difficulty of locating this idea in musical sound: Carolyn Abbate has evoked the
challenges posed by the “drastic” subjectivity of performance operating in the arena of “gnostic”
hermeneutical musical discourse.8 In its consideration of bodily experience at work in the Missa
solemnis, my dissertation seeks to chart a path between the inherent subjectivity of somatic
knowledge and the body as a potential source of shared meaning across time and discipline. As a
key component of this Missa-specific approach, I draw on liturgical theologies (in particular the
writing of Bruce T. Morrill, Rowan Williams and Judith Kubicki) as possible models for
navigating the subjective-objective paradoxes and other complexities native to somatic
understanding. In doing so, I consider liturgical and musical experiences, discovering
similarities between the two that yield a shared vernacular.

Terminology
A brief note on terminology: throughout this dissertation, certain terms appear
frequently. I understand absolute music to refer to the nineteenth-century concept of "pure,"
abstract instrumental music.9 In addition, I employ the phrase "late style" to refer specifically to
the latter period of a composer’s creative life (in this instance, Beethoven’s designated third
period) while also being conscious of the scholarly history of the concept, as defined by Adorno
and others (more recently Edward Said).10 The terms "bodily knowledge" or "somatic
knowledge," which I use as synonyms, describe the product of reflective and moving bodies
experiencing the world through practices and sensation; by "vernacular" I understand first

7 Rosi Braidotti, Nomadic subjects: Embodiment and sexual difference in contemporary feminist theory
8

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 19.
Carolyn Abbate, “Music—Drastic or Gnostic?,” Critical Inquiry 30, no. 3 (2004): 505–36.

9

See for example Daniel K.L. Chua, Absolute Music and the Construction of Meaning (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1999).
10

See for example Edward Said, On Late Style: Music and Literature Against the Grain (London: A & C

Black, 2014), in which Said discusses (among other things) Adorno’s relationship with the concept of
"lateness."

7

shared speech, not a dialect associated with a particular class or group, but a general idiom. I
extrapolate from this to refer, for example, to liturgical (gestural) or musical idioms as
vernaculars.

8

CHAPTER ONE

Critical perspectives: Missa and Mass

From its first performance in 1824, diverse critical frameworks have characterized the
reception of the Missa solemnis. Since Franz Joseph Fröhlich’s 1828 review that judged
Beethoven to have “overstepped the limits of church style,” a significant proportion of critical
engagement with the Missa has sought to position the work exclusively within Beethoven’s own
catalogue, and as demonstrative of Beethoven’s personal philosophy.1 The philosopher Theodor
W. Adorno is a particularly prominent exponent of this critical approach: his work on the Missa,
as well as his continued critical influence in the field, is discussed in detail in this chapter. A
contrasting strand of Missa solemnis scholarship has contextualized the work within a linear
sacred-music history, seeking to understand Beethoven within a specific historical perspective.2
Both of these critical frameworks employ analyses of Beethoven’s stylistic development as
components of their arguments. While each field belongs conventionally to the broader field of
musicology, they can also be understood in the context of debate about religious and spiritual
meanings in the work, and in relation to the increasingly secular social contexts (through to the
present) of Missa solemnis reception. Here, in this further cultural dimension to discussion of
the Missa, the debate continues fundamentally to echo Adorno’s 1959 puzzlement “that
Beethoven composed a Mass in the first place.”3 Yet, given its late style credentials, and

1

Franz Joseph Fröhlich, “Missa composita a Ludovico Van Beethoven, Op. 123,” Cäcilia 9, no. 33 (1828):
27–45.
2
See, for example: Warren Kirkendale, “New Roads to Old Ideas in Beethoven’s ‘Missa Solemnis,’” The
Musical Quarterly 56, no. 4 (1970): 665–701, and Carl Dahlhaus, Ludwig Van Beethoven: Approaches to
His Music, trans. Mary Whittall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). Kirkendale’s and Dahlhaus’ works
exemplify this approach and are discussed in detail later in this chapter.
3
Adorno, “Alienated Magnum Opus: The Missa Solemnis,” 249.
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Beethoven’s own belief in its status as his “greatest” work, the Missa cannot be overlooked.4
Musicologist Nicholas Chong describes one strategic approach to this secularizing aspect of the
debate, noting that “since the middle of the nineteenth century, accounts of Beethoven’s
religious attitudes have consistently sought to separate the composer from the Catholic religion
in which he was born.”5 In consequence, suggests Chong, “the Missa . . . though regarded as a
‘true’ Beethoven work, has been largely interpreted as a de-Catholicized vehicle for the
expression of the composer’s untraditional religious outlook.”6 In this chapter, I survey
significant critical literature that illustrates the scholarly approaches outlined above, situating
this literature historically within critical lineages. In the course of this survey, I also identify the
“de-Catholicizing” motifs in this scholarship, and investigate the ways in which this critical
impulse can be interpretatively limiting when applied to the Missa solemnis.
The beginnings of a critical approach to the Missa solemnis that seeks to draw meaning
largely from within the confines of Beethoven’s oeuvre can be located in a nineteenth-century
musical aesthetics that privileged instrumental music. As Mark Evan Bonds describes this
aesthetic, by the mid-nineteenth century absolute music had acquired a “philosophical prestige”
that “owed much to the conviction that it offered a window onto the human soul.”7 Taking its
cue from developments in the literary arts, where “subjectivity” had come to be prized as “the
essence of art and beyond that of knowledge itself,” musical criticism now sought to hear music
as autobiographical, as a “window on the performer-composer’s inner self.”8 It was facilitated in
this by aspects of Beethoven’s personal history and perceptions of his music. The reputed
difficulty of his late music, together with the dramatic details of his personal life (reinforced by
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the revelations of published private communications such as the “Heiligenstadt Testament,”
which highlighted the link between Beethoven’s inner self and his music) encouraged listeners
towards autobiographical interpretation of his compositions. Such a listening tendency is
showcased in Fröhlich’s 1828 review of the Ninth Symphony, in which he confidently stated that
the work was “Beethoven’s autobiography, written in music,” and “a complete portrait of his
soul.”9 As Bonds articulates it, this autobiographical understanding reflected two critical
premises of nineteenth-century interpretation: “sincerity and oracularity.”10 Nineteenth-century
self-expression had come to be understood as innately “sincere” in its “authenticity,” and thus
“true.”11 With the increasingly autobiographical interpretation of music, audiences “came to
perceive composers not simply as mediators of truths, but as sources of those truths.”12
Beethoven “was the paradigmatic oracle” in this context, to quote Bonds.13
The then newly-developed understanding of absolute music as a vehicle for selfexpression was not an isolated aesthetic attitude in the first half of the nineteenth century.
Rather, it reflected a general cultural fascination with ideas of the sublime, and the sublime’s
influences on the self. In his study of historicism and German Romantic thought, James Garratt
describes the influential critic E.T.A. Hoffmann’s commitment to instrumental music as the
ideal vehicle for conveying the much lauded sublime and infinite. Garratt characterizes as a
“mythology” of instrumental music Hoffmann’s assertion of the superiority of instrumental
music not only as a technical achievement but also as a vehicle for transcendence.14 This idea of
transcendence as an aesthetic and moral goal had developed out of philosophical and literary
engagement with ideas of the sublime, as developed by such thinkers as Immanuel Kant and
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Edmund Burke. The subjective individual was central to late eighteenth-and nineteenth-century
understandings of the sublime, not as a repository for the sublime, however, but as a participant
in a strikingly dynamic exchange. Here, Vanessa Lyndal Ryan’s account of the sublime as the
“central question” for nineteenth-century thinkers is useful.15 It was not, she writes, “to what
extent the sublime is located in the subject.”16 They asked, rather, about the affective experience
of the sublime: “Does the sublime enlarge us, or diminish us? Does the sublime annihilate our
sense of self, or does it affirm and heighten our sense of identity?”17 Comprehension of the
character and consequences of this interaction between the sublime and the self varied.
Immanuel Kant understood the sublime as “an entirely spiritual consciousness, which arises at
the point where pure reason transcends the sensuous.”18 Such transcending was not without its
dangers however. According to Ryan, in Kant’s reading, the sublime had the capacity to elevate
the autonomous self and “recognize our limitlessness”; but it also represented a potential threat
to the autonomy of the rational self that had to be carefully negotiated.19 For Kant, writes Ryan,
“loss of freedom is only sublime when it gives us the feeling of an even greater experience of
freedom that is not bound to the senses.”20 By contrast, Edmund Burke’s interpretation of the
sublime’s interaction with the self dwelt on its physiological manifestation—in emotion, for
example—and in a “limitation of the role of reason in our experience of the sublime.”
Paradoxically, in Burke’s understanding, the sublime as physiological manifestation has a moral
dimension in its ability to influence individual and collective experience. It does so by overreaching our reason in a movement towards sympathy.
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In this way, argues Ryan, “Far from suggesting the autonomy of the self, Burke’s version of the
sublime thus subordinates the individual within a social and ethical context.”21
Nineteenth-century privileging of instrumental music continued to influence twentieth(and twenty-first) century critical engagement with the Missa solemnis. Following one hundred
years later in Hoffmann’s footsteps, the Berlin critic Paul Bekker used exclusively musical
comparisons to express a conviction about the self-sufficiency of Beethoven’s musical
statements. In a 1925 piece, Bekker sought to characterize the Missa solemnis as the product of
a linear narrative of development within Beethoven’s instrumental catalogue. He identified
Beethoven’s third symphony as expressing a “poetic idea” which in the Missa is presented as
“transfigured and spiritualized.”22 While Adorno does not share Bekker’s enthusiasm for this
“consecration,” Bekker’s specifically musical frame of reference is intensified in Adorno’s 1959
essay “Alienated Magnum Opus: The Missa Solemnis.”23 Adorno’s critique of the Missa solemnis
is focused almost exclusively on the music; the “rudimentary church language” of the “handeddown liturgical text” is absent from serious consideration.24 But even devoid of the Mass text,
the Missa remains problematic for Adorno. The work as musical Mass eschews both the formal
musical unity that characterized Beethoven’s middle period and Adorno’s philosophical
conclusions concerning Beethoven’s late style as an ultimate musical realization of self; thus,
Adorno is not easily able to categorize the Missa within Beethoven’s oeuvre. “The mark of
arbitrariness,” writes Adorno, “is transferred to the whole itself.”25 In addition, the Missa as a
religious work is fundamentally at odds with the secular Adorno’s theory concerning
Beethoven’s subjective, and recognizably modern, identity: “Beethoven’s power, one of
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humanity and demythologization, demands the destruction of mythical taboos by its very
nature.” 26 Lamentably in the case of the Missa solemnis, “the work,” says Adorno, “not only
distances itself from all subjective dynamism, but from expression per se.”27 Daniel Chua casts
the Mass liturgy as representing for Adorno a burden so threatening that he feared the music
would “surely succumb to heteronomy.”28 In Chua’s terms, “Adorno felt the weight of this
monumental mass pressing down on his philosophy of Beethoven.”29 Adorno himself articulates
this unresolved tension starkly, lamenting “the paradoxical circumstance that Beethoven
composed a Mass in the first place; if one fully understood why he did do, one would probably
also understand the Missa.”30
To use Chong’s term, the de-Catholicizing approach to the Missa solemnis exemplified in
Adorno’s essay is not as anachronistic an idea as it may appear, given the composition’s origins.
Significantly, the work’s performance history might be read as implicitly encouraging a
secularized approach to the Missa. Though he was commissioned to write for the installation
Mass of his patron, the Archduke Rudolf, as Archbishop of Olmütz in 1820, Beethoven was
characteristically late in completing the work. Having missed its scheduled performance, the
Missa was premiered in 1824, in a concert performance in St. Petersburg. Furthermore, the
Missa solemnis has never been performed during a Mass. This latter fact alone seems to have
diluted the challenge (as implicitly articulated by Adorno) posed by Beethoven composing a
religious work in his late period. Moreover, it has encouraged a general critical uninterest in the
social, theological and intellectual implications of considering the work in terms of its ritual,
sacramental and communal associations, and connotations. However, an examination of the
characteristics and impulses of the de-Catholicizing critical trend is illuminating, not only with
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regard to modern attitudes towards religion, but also in relation to broader tendencies towards
historicism, in the sense of history as an account of progression.
Adorno’s influential essay demonstrates the ways in which de-Catholicizing tendencies in
Missa solemnis criticism may be expressed as more generalized anti-religious readings. Adorno
is explicit in this regard, establishing a clear dichotomy between Beethoven’s humanism—a
subjective—and the self-suppressing monolith of organized religion—an objective. Adorno’s
refusal to engage with the Mass as text, historical ritual sequence, or as anything other than a
(problematic) musical form, is indicative. In one telling example of such refusal, Adorno laments
the lack of formal unity in the disparate movements of the Missa—even the unity of the
overarching structure is “of an entirely different kind to the unity of the productive imagination
found in the Eroica and the Ninth Symphony.”31 Adorno’s attitude reflected twentieth-century
post-war, modernist themes, which will be explored later in the chapter. However, his
perspective also had roots in nineteenth-century German (Protestant) critical responses to
Viennese (Catholic) religious musical works, developed as a niche interest in the broader context
of German Enlightenment engagement with religion generally. Thus, in his review of
Beethoven’s earlier Mass in C major, Op. 86, Hoffmann described a blueprint for prospective
Mass composers that viewed the Mass text as providing “merely a generalized religious
stimulus.”32 The late eighteenth/early nineteenth-century philosopher and theologian Friedrich
Schleiermacher further articulated what amounted to an unmooring of Mass composition from a
specific context in his argument (described by Garratt) that “for listeners unacquainted with
Latin, choral settings of the mass have ‘the pure character of instrumental music.’”33 While
Garratt cites both Hoffmann’s and Schleiermacher’s opinions as illustrative of a specific German
Romantic renewal of interest in the music of (Catholic) Palestrina (an interest I will discuss
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further in Chapter Two), they are descriptive also of the critical context in which the Missa
solemnis was first received. In Garratt’s terms, such an effectively de-Catholicizing approach
amounted to an attempt to “disentangle the mysterious and miraculous aspects of Catholicism
from the inconveniences of dogma, while others employed Catholic elements merely as
decoration, assigning only aesthetic validity to Catholicism.”34 Hoffmann’s attitude towards
religious musical forms may be construed from his commitment to the previously discussed
nineteenth-century understanding of music as an "absolute" communicative art. Thus,
Hoffmann set aside the Mass liturgy’s associated text to argue that church compositions should
communicate ideally through the “universally comprehensible medium of music,” and “the
words associated with the singing are only incidental.”35 (The problematic aspects of such a
critical approach will be explored in Chapter Two).
If the legacy of nineteenth-century German approaches to religious music derived from
the Catholic tradition was vast and, as discussed in the previous paragraph, interdisciplinary,
twentieth-century responses to the Missa solemnis were significantly narrower in their
interpretative frame of reference. While Hoffmann’s commitment to a musical absolute—even
when applied to a Mass—is partly reflective of the cultural specificities inherent in German
critical engagement with Catholic religious music, modern critical commitment to engaging with
church compositions as primarily a musical genre speaks to a broader historicism (by the latter,
I mean periodization which charts a movement from religious to secular). It is noteworthy that
while some Missa solemnis scholarship investigates elements of Beethoven’s context, scholars
seldom interrogate their own readings of this context and the ways in which their perspectives
are shaped and influenced by their contemporary cultural experience and priorities. Here,
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Adorno’s 1959 essay is particularly illustrative. Adorno writes out of a commitment to a series of
specific understandings of history, from which his difficulty with the Missa solemnis arises. First
among these was Adorno’s adherence to a received organization of Beethoven’s oeuvre into
three distinct periods—early, middle and late—and the consequential categorization of the Missa
as a late work. Much of Adorno’s quandary lies in the refusal of a Mass to cooperate with the
characteristics (as defined by Adorno himself) of the composer’s late style. Indeed, Adorno is
ultimately reduced to placing the Missa solemnis outside of his own categorizations, in an
undefined classification of its own: “The Missa shares moments of abruptness, absences of
transitions, with the late quartets; but little else. On the whole, it shows a sensual aspect that is
the exact opposite of the spiritualized late style, an inclination towards pomp and monumental
sounds, that is normally absent from [Beethoven’s] works.”36 The contradiction represented by
the Missa solemnis has serious consequences for Adorno: not only does it disrupt his
Beethoven-specific narrative, but it also disrupts his broader linear history of aesthetics.
According to Rose Rosengard Subotnik, if Beethoven’s third-period style marked, as Adorno
understood, “the beginning of the modern world,” then a Mass did not fit “a reversal in the
prospects for a human species which made eloquent and effective social process imperative in
art.”37 A Mass is hardly what Adorno had in mind as the vehicle for such aesthetic evolution: it
disturbs not only the "modern," individualist identity of Beethoven as rejecting religious dogma
and institutions but also Adorno’s aesthetic commitment to text-less, absolute music.38 Daniel
Chua describes the unresolved enigma which the Missa ultimately represents for Adorno in
dramatic terms: “The work confronted the philosopher as if it questioned the very core of his
philosophy.”39
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Elements of Adorno’s philosophy can be understood as speaking out of a broader
historical context than that of growing secularism. In addition to Adorno’s scholarly connection
to nineteenth-century privileging of instrumental music, Subotnik highlights the significance of
Adorno’s post-World War II world. His understanding of the relationship between art and
society—or more precisely, the breakdown of relations between art and society—emerged in a
world “after Auschwitz,” in which, as Adorno himself had declared, “to write a poem . . . is
barbaric.”40 For Adorno, Beethoven’s late style is “the first musical acknowledgment that
musical integrity cannot coexist in harmony with social usefulness.”41 This is a significant
milestone in Adorno’s conception of the history of art, a history he understands (according to
Subotnik) as “the progress of art towards autonomy, that is, independence from society.”42 Such
progress for Adorno is linear, contextualizing his own subjective experience: the independent
expression that for Adorno is characteristic of Beethoven’s work heralds Adorno’s own
understanding of the individual, and makes a case for the inherent modernity of Beethoven’s
music. Such a historical framework reflects broader modern understandings of selfhood. The
contemporary philosopher Charles Taylor has described a partitioning of the world into inner
and outer that equates our “modern notion of the self” with “inwardness.”43 In Adorno’s
interpretation, the outer world is often equated to society; the escape of the individual self from
this outward or social objective context is of paramount importance to authentic art. In an
attitude reminiscent of Kant’s struggle (as Ryan defines it) for “‘freedom and autonomy’ of the
subject” when faced with the overpowering sublime, resistance is fundamental to Adorno’s
understanding of Beethoven’s late style.44 Such is the breakdown of relations between the
subjective self and reality that, for Adorno, the only authentic way for the self to be present in
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Beethoven’s work is through pointed absence, a deliberate “self-negation” (in contrast to Kant’s
transcendence).45
Much of Adorno’s language in his discussion of the Missa solemnis conveys a certain
absolutism. Terms such as authentic, reality, and also the self, are employed without
qualification—implying that Adorno assumes a shared understanding of each concept. Such an
assumption is reflected in the narrowly specific engagement of scholars with nineteenth-century
understandings of the sublime. Vanessa Ryan highlights the way in which contemporary notions
of the sublime are often associated predominantly with Kant, particularly an understanding of
Kant as representing a sophisticated evolution of aesthetic philosophy. Kant’s influence upon
Adorno can be seen in the latter’s selective following on from nineteenth-century thought: his
self, for example, is a tellingly Kantian one—cerebral, rational, rather than invoking the physical
in a Burkean sense. In another example of theoretical absolutism, both Adorno and Kant employ
this understanding of the self as a universal concept, bypassing the strictures of social context.
Contemporary scholar Christine Battersby highlights the inherent difficulties posed by this asocial self in her study of the nineteenth-century sublime, arguing that the sublime reveals “the
tension between the political and the aesthetic.”46 Battersby’s critique demonstrates by
association the historicism that underpins Adorno’s interactions with Beethoven and his music.
Adorno’s reading of the self at work in Beethoven’s music is heavily influenced by his own
understanding of selfhood, and where he is able to locate that specific understanding in
Beethoven’s compositions. Significantly, Adorno’s linear history of modernism is only linear in
so far as it forges an uninterrupted line between Beethoven and Adorno himself. It is equally
important to Adorno that Beethoven represents a rupture from music history rather than a
natural evolution, an idea of inspired deviation that played a key role in the creation of the
“overpowering” Beethoven myth that Carl Dahlhaus described as “dominating” nineteenth- and
45
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early twentieth-century Beethoven reception.47 Busoni voiced a perspective characteristic of this
reception in his 1922 assertion that “With Beethoven, the human element first came to the fore
as the primary argument of musical art.”48 In addition, James I. Porter links the kind of
individualistic self-understanding shared by Beethoven and Adorno to a wider cultural
phenomenon, describing such a perspective as emblematic of a “founding myth of modernity,”
an idea characterized by Nietzsche as the “myth of mythlessness,” and by Latour as “the myth
that we are finally modern.”49
Ironically, linear historical understanding is important to Adorno’s understanding of
Beethoven’s career—which, as Adorno’s represents it, in some ways seems like a formalized
account of an evolving self. As mentioned previously, Adorno espouses an inherited three-part
interpretation of Beethoven’s working life—early, middle and late—that remains influential for
contemporary scholars. The idea of lateness—what it means for a composer to be creating at the
end of their life—carries particular interpretative weight. In an essay on late style that considers
Adorno’s writing, Edward Said describes the “catastrophe” of lateness as one of unreconciled
“pleasure” and “disenchantment,” held in tension by “the artist’s mature subjectivity, stripped
of hubris and pomposity, unashamed.”50 For Said, this mature subjectivity is a compelling new
reality, a characterization central to Adorno’s reading of Beethoven. The final stage of mature
subjectivity as it appears in Adorno’s vision of Beethoven’s last works typifies a kind of uber
realism that, in Subotnik’s account, bears witness to “the predominant characteristic of external
reality . . . the irreconcilability of subject and object . . . of individual freedom and social order.”51
Such irreconcilability is explored further in Thomas Mann’s novel Doctor Faustus, a narrative in
which musicological musings owed a heavy debt to Adorno. Mann depicts Beethoven’s late style
47
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in stark terms, describing a removal from “the farther habitable regions of tradition” to “spheres
of the entirely and utterly and nothing but personal—an ego painfully isolated in the absolute,
isolated too from sense by his loss of hearing.”52 For both Said and Adorno, the late style of an
artist’s oeuvre is inseparable from its creator’s self, and this is a self that is quarantined from the
world at large. The historicism of a three-part reading of Beethoven’s career thus exercises a
troubling influence: such is the self-sufficiency of the Beethovenian myth, that it becomes
increasingly easy to detach Beethoven’s music from the wider socio-cultural contexts of its
creation.
While several significant post-Adorno critiques of the Missa solemnis similarly position
the composition within the framework of Beethoven’s oeuvre, not all of those critical voices are
as absolute as Adorno’s in their approaches to text. A modified approach to text and music
within the Mass form can be traced to the first critical reactions to the Missa: in contrast to his
contemporary Hoffmann, Fröhlich’s 1828 review includes an assessment of the relationship
between text and music in the Missa that reflects a different interaction with contemporary
Romantic thought. Fröhlich, for example, understood the Mass to be “the ideal text for
Romantic composition, and identified it as ideal for Beethoven in particular.”53 While the words
of the Mass liturgy were dogmatic, they were not overly so: for Fröhlich and his fellow critics, as
Robin Wallace describes, “[the words of the liturgy] offered for the most part only the most
generalized hint at their ideal expression.”54 Echoes of this type of nineteenth-century approach
to the Missa’s text can be found in twentieth-century appraisals of the work. William Drabkin,
for example, in his 1991 survey of the Missa solemnis and its critical history, argues for a
reinstatement of the text in studies of the Missa. In contrast to Adorno’s absolute music
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perspective, Drabkin posits that “the Missa solemnis, despite being the work of a composer
noted almost exclusively for his instrumental music, remains a setting of a text; it must therefore
be viewed as an expression of that text, regardless of Beethoven’s reputation as a craftsman of
'abstract' or 'absolute' musical designs.”’55 This argument is somewhat undermined, however, by
Drabkin’s devaluing of the relationship between text and music in the formal context of the
Mass: he characterizes the liturgical movements as “normally destined to become adornments
for a religious service, rather than to be considered parts of an artistic unity.”56 Drabkin betrays
a more overt de-Catholicizing impulse, assuming Beethoven’s complete break with Catholicism:
in the course of his study, he asserts that “a composer like Beethoven who had little sympathy
for Catholic institutions and rarely attended Church was unlikely to have heard many Masses in
their liturgical setting.”57 Drabkin’s assessment of Beethoven’s relationship with religious faith
shapes his general reading of the Missa solemnis: in his understanding, the Missa is ultimately
the “fulfillment of Beethoven’s mission to write an oratorio,” inviting us to conjecture whether
that is a more palatable form for Drabkin himself.58 Ultimately, the limited scope of this textual
approach is made clear in Drabkin’s description of his own analytical method, in which he
insists that “various analytical viewpoints, taken together with the composition history of the
Mass, its musical antecedents, and the liturgical symbols it interprets . . . should provide a
sufficiently broad perspective from which to appreciate it.”59 The invocation of symbols is
telling—invoking the nineteenth-century attitude of Fröhlich’s “generalized hints”—and is
representative of modern scholarship that purportedly engages with the Mass text. Thus,
William Kinderman’s 1985 essay on the Missa solemnis, entitled “Beethoven’s Symbol for the
Deity in the ‘Missa solemnis’ and the Ninth Symphony,” bases his entire thesis on the concept of
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an immutable doctrinal text (“the received doctrines of the Mass”) contrasted with the fluid,
interpretative powers of a musical score that lends a secularising glow.60 In Kinderman’s
account:
The Mass text is not simply affirmed in its literal content, but is interpreted by means of universal
images imposing a broader humanistic perspective on the received doctrines. The Kantian vision
of the heavens is thus absorbed, in the Mass . . . into a transcendental musical symbol, secular in
its naturalism yet sacred in its role as a focus for the awe and devotion of mankind.61

Kinderman’s secular interpretation of Kant is problematic (as will be discussed further in
Chapter Two) and it forms part of what I argue is a general misreading of the cultural context
in which the Missa solemnis was produced.
The many strands informing Beethoven’s cultural context are not entirely absent from
contemporary critical writing that follows Adorno’s example in interrogating the Missa within
the context of Beethoven’s output. Birgit Lodes investigates some strands of this cultural
complexity in her study of the Missa solemnis’ Gloria—a rare example of contemporary Missa
scholarship that foregrounds the text/music relationship. Like Adorno, Lodes is interested in
locating the message of the Missa and housing it within her broader understanding of
Beethoven’s personal philosophy. Documenting Beethoven’s preoccupation with the Mass text
in preparing the Missa, Lodes characterizes the composer’s interest as reflecting
“Enlightenment attitudes,” and further, a “Protestant . . . attitude.”62 For Lodes, Beethoven’s
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textual interest was motivated by “the very fact that he had not spoken the text on a regular basis
for years”; furthermore, his research “clearly indicates that he did not want to rely on
conventional translations and traditional interpretations but rather sought to understand
through his own efforts the spiritual meaning of the text.”63 Focusing her musical analysis on its
relationship to text, Lodes’ chapter explores principally the ways in which the Gloria musically
represents and reinterprets the textual dichotomy of heavenly (“highest”) and earthly (“lowest”)
realms.64 In her account, the angels’ song on the birth of Christ at the beginning of the Gloria
introduces two different textual levels: “God—the highest—glory, and man—earth—peace.”65 She
argues that Beethoven was conforming to Viennese Mass tradition in distinguishing their
musical character: “Yet, he went much further, intensifying their differences so that they make
an extraordinarily sharp contrast, until the two musical ideas have virtually nothing in common
but their key and time signature.”66 Lodes’ engagement of the text aside, her interrogation of it
occurs within a specific socio-historical frame. In her writing on the Missa, Lodes draws
principally on German-language critical responses to the work: in one striking example, Eduard
Hanslick’s 1860 review is quoted to support Lodes’ reading of Beethoven’s attitude towards the
Mass text, an attitude Hanslick understands as evolving from an “unreflected, childlike faith” to
a “reverent skepticism.”67 Lodes’ understanding of the wider cultural and spiritual (as opposed
to theological) implications of the work ignores the cultural diversity of the German language
world and the ways these varying and sometimes diverging cultural perspectives might inflect
different critical engagements with a Mass. Lodes’ deployment of critical responses to the Missa
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reflects her general attitude towards the Enlightenment as a watershed. In this reading, an
Enlightenment versus religion dichotomy is established and applied to framing cultural
divergences between Germany and Vienna. Within this dichotomy, Protestant religious tradition
and Enlightenment attitudes are conflated, as demonstrated in Lodes’ article, where she
describes Beethoven’s apparent interest in the Mass text as “resembling Protestant and
Enlightenment religious attitudes.”68 While Lodes briefly acknowledges Beethoven’s upbringing
in the Catholic tradition, she reads his irregular Mass attendance and the absence of religious
themes in Beethoven’s notebooks as evidence of Beethoven’s disdain for “official dogma.”69 She
goes so far as to suggest the possibility that “he had forgotten parts of the Mass text over the
years.”70 In another nod to Adorno, Lodes also states the philosophical importance of locating
the subjective within the Missa solemnis: thus, Beethoven is described as having “embarked on
a highly personal and intensive quest for an unmediated apprehension of God.”71
Lodes is not alone among contemporary scholars in understanding the Missa solemnis
as a key to Beethoven’s personal philosophy and aesthetic position. Subotnik and, more recently,
Chua—both of whom find a place for the Missa within Beethoven’s oeuvre (as opposed to within
a history of sacred music)—engage directly with Adorno, proposing answers to the unresolved
question of his 1959 essay. Chua’s 2017 book Beethoven and Freedom sets out to locate the
missing piece in its third chapter: “Surely something was awry. But Adorno could not put his
finger on it; all he could offer was an essay on the problem, as if by ‘stating the question more
precisely’ he could leave the work unanswered.”72 In seeking a solution to Adorno’s “problem,”
Chua traverses the philosopher’s key arguments, positioning himself in doing so as operating
within a largely philosophical, analytical framework. Yet ultimately the chapter reads, I suggest,
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as a championing of Adorno’s critical perspective. Throughout, Chua presents Adorno’s
subjective reaction to elements of the Missa as a universal, unimpeachable reaction. Chua
describes the “Missa’s earth-shaking gestures” as falling flat, reduced to “dazzling ‘sound effects’
- a bit of pomp to dress up the Missa’s inarticulate circumstances.”73 Like Adorno’s essay, Chua’s
study minimizes the text-music relationship in the Missa: in language that echoes that of Lodes,
Drabkin, and Adorno himself, Chua dismisses the work’s monumental interjections as verbose
word-painting, describing “high-volume, high-decibel elements for the most high-minded of
high masses.”74 Ultimately, Chua comes to the same conclusion that has been implicit in
Adorno’s essay all along: the Missa represents the sacrifice of Beethoven’s subjectivity. The one
difference is that Chua understands the Missa’s objective authority as “a secular abstraction”
masquerading in “the guise of a religious anachronism,” so that “Adorno is uncertain whether he
can pray Beethoven’s demythologized prayer for the future of humanity.”75
While she eschews Chua’s dramatic language, the musicologist Rose Rosengard Subotnik
similarly represents her own philosophical framework as an apologia for Adorno’s difficulties
with the Missa solemnis. In her 1976 essay, Subotnik responds to the “moral urgency which
Adorno himself attached to the preservation of individuality,” and seeks to contextualize the
sternness and ultimate futility of Adorno’s search for meaning in the work as a moral theory.76
However, in support of her argument, Subotnik foreshadows Chua’s reductionist attitude
towards the Mass form: “The idea of ‘subject’ in the Missa solemnis—the humanistic aspect of
the work, in Adorno’s terms—retains its presence and expressiveness only in the poignance of
the subject’s need to withdraw itself physically and retreat behind the collectivity of an archaistic
surface.”77 As with Adorno’s essay, Subotnik’s work is lacking in linguistic specificity in its use of
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key philosophical terms. For example, the concepts of individuality and subjectivity are central
to Adorno’s (and Subotnik’s) philosophical framework, but Subotnik refers to “free selfexpression” without defining further or interrogating the concept: “The subject would move
towards denying itself any opportunity for free self-expression and thus voluntarily give up its
freedom to what Adorno calls “unfreedom.”78 Similarly, Subotnik echoes Adorno’s unqualified
conjuring of an “authentic music” without interrogation: for example, Subotnik observes that:
“According to both Adorno and Mann, as more and more musical vocabulary becomes familiar
to society, less and less uncorrupted language remains available to authentic music.”79 The
elitism of this aesthetic vision is striking. According to Subotnik’s description, Adorno and Mann
conjure a world in which real or authentic music is defined by the degree to which it is set apart
from society, the latter implicitly constituted of less discriminating listeners and their evidently
corrupting collective influence. It is ironic and troubling to consider the critical role of language
in facilitating such an elitist understanding, given Adorno’s (and Subotnik’s) propensity for
highly generalized vocabulary. It is as if both critics are trying to embody the mystery they
evidently regard as fundamental to authenticity by using deliberately vague terminology,
producing an exclusive club effect.
All of the Missa solemnis scholarship discussed thus far has sought to critique the work
within the parameters of Beethoven’s oeuvre and its associated mythology of Beethoven’s "self."
In contrast to this approach, an alternative critical perspective is provided by Missa solemnis
scholarship that seeks to situate the Missa within the historical context of sacred music. One
prominent example of this critical perspective is Warren Kirkendale’s 1970 study. Kirkendale
seeks to place the Missa within a tradition of sacred music, referring at multiple points to
historical and contemporary liturgical conventions to support his musical argument. In a
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passage on the Praeludium preceding the Benedictus, he describes the way in which the music
engages with liturgical music tradition: “In pontifical Masses since the sixteenth century the
Consecration and Elevation of the Host were accompanied by improvised or composed organ
music . . . Beethoven was evidently cognizant of the practice . . . This explains the musical style
of the movement, that of a polyphonic organ improvisation.”80 Kirkendale is also alive to the
possibility of the ways in which the physical liturgy might be present in the musical score. He
describes the music as “mimicking” liturgical gestures. For example, in the Gloria, he notes that
at the point in the liturgy when the celebrant raises his arms, the music rises too (“Gloria in
excelsis Deo”, Glory to God in the highest).81 Kirkendale additionally highlights the
interpretative possibilities of key theological concepts present in the Mass liturgy. One such
concept is drawn from John’s Gospel—“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God.”82 Here, Kirkendale describes the literalism of the medieval
understanding of what he calls “the reincarnate Christ as logos” in a way that symbolically
alludes to the musical matter at hand: “the word enters the body through the ear.”83 In his 1991
dissertation, Gene Paul Strayer further develops Kirkendale’s interaction with the liturgy of the
Mass. Strayer focuses on the “dramaturgy” of Beethoven’s Masses, highlighting the Ordinary of
the Mass—the set Mass texts—as a series of actions, rather than a static form: “The various
utterances of the Ordinary are not descriptions or reports but devotional deeds: the Kyrie is an
act of invocation, the Gloria an act of praise, the Credo an act of affirmation, the Sanctus an act
of adoration, and the Agnus Dei an act of supplication.”84 While Strayer’s argument sometimes
extends in the direction of the subjective theological reading (for example: “an intertwining,
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five-part counterpoint” is a musical representation of “15:5: I am the vine, you the branches. He
who dwells in me, as I dwell in him, bears much fruit”), his work nevertheless hints at the
interpretative possibility and dynamism of the Mass liturgy and text.85
Thus far, this chapter has discussed Missa solemnis scholarship that situates the work
either within the framework of Beethoven’s compositional output, or alternatively within a
sacred-music history. Three notable responses to the Missa evade categorization in either of
these camps. The earliest of these alternative perspectives is Donald Francis Tovey’s blow-byblow descriptive analysis of the work.86 Tovey’s unequivocal enthusiasm for the Missa makes it
hard not to imagine him as a key target for Adorno’s almost contemporaneous criticism of the
“paralyzing respect of the educated sphere” for the composition.87 But, amid his enthusiasm,
Tovey models a hybrid critical reading of the Missa, one that incorporates elements of both the
Beethoven’s oeuvre school of criticism that this chapter has discussed, and an acknowledgment
of the Missa’s religious identity. Like Lodes, Tovey is attentive to the text of the Mass liturgy. For
Tovey, the Mass text does not simply provide opportunities for musical word-painting, but in
fact defines the entire musical structure of the work. Tovey insists that the formal “perfection” of
the Missa is “not in spite of but because of the fact that it is in every detail suggested by the
text.”88 This text-oriented perspective shapes Tovey’s analytical approach to the work: he
suggests that “the way to grasp the form of this Mass is therefore to treat it exactly as we would
treat a Motet by Palestrina . . . we take each clause of the text and find out to what themes that
clause is set.”89 Tovey’s reading of the Credo is a particularly compelling example of this
approach at work. Here, Tovey understands Beethoven’s recapitulation of the opening
movement of the Credo as a musical response to the idiosyncratic grammar of the Mass text at
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this moment. As he describes it, “we may not be able to hear the individual words of the clauses,
but we do hear now, and are reminded thoroughly, that the whole text from beginning to end is
one sentence, the object of the verb credo.”90 Tovey’s awareness of form and its musical
implications extends beyond the Mass text to the liturgy itself. In a reading almost unique
among musicological responses to the Missa, he hears Beethoven acknowledging the needs of
the liturgy in his musical decisions. In a passage contrasting Bach’s Mass in B minor to the
Missa solemnis, Tovey describes Bach’s use of trumpets in his “oratorio” Mass setting as “quite
inappropriate to a liturgical Sanctus during which everybody present is absorbed in the most
awe-inspired act of worship.”91 In contrast, Beethoven “reconciles the needs of an actual liturgy
with the needs of the highest order of music”: his Sanctus presents “his distant vision of the life
of the world to come . . . [vanishing] into the heavens,” leaving his listeners “on earth, kneeling
before the altar.”92 In addition to his modelling of a certain kind of liturgical awareness, Tovey is
careful to situate the Missa solemnis within historical tradition—there is much reference to
Palestrina—and he is attentive to the specific historical details of the Missa’s production. For
example, he highlights the Missa’s unique origin story as “a Mass actually designed for a certain
liturgy of exceptional pomp and magnificence,” arguing that it is only the august character of the
originally intended liturgical event that “has rendered the large scale of the music possible or
conceivable for an actual service.”93 Tovey extends this attention to historical context to
Beethoven’s culturally informed aesthetics. Responding to contemporary criticism of the music
of Palestrina as “archaic” (an accusation that calls to mind Adorno), he argues that Beethoven
was a pioneer in recognizing that Palestrina’s music was “nothing of the sort.”94 The task falls
instead to the listeners to educate themselves: according to Tovey, “until we begin to share
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[Beethoven’s] culture in this matter, we have no more qualifications for appreciating the
aesthetics of choral music than an eighteenth-century dandy, fresh from his Grand Tour, would
have had for appreciating the Elgin Marbles.”95
Charles Rosen offers a similarly hybrid (and, at moments, similarly sharp-tongued)
critical approach to the Missa solemnis. In a response to Adorno’s 1959 essay (and in testimony
to its ongoing critical influence), Rosen, like Tovey before him, characterizes the Missa as music
in service of a text: he describes Beethoven as “clearly determined on an unprecedented setting
of the text in which every syllable would receive a musical interpretation.”96 For Rosen, the way
in which music and text relate also reveals theological emphases. In a passage critiquing as a
“cheap joke” Adorno’s characterization of the Credo as betraying the composer’s “uncertainty,”
Rosen proposes that “for Beethoven, each clause of the Credo is, in fact, a further act of faith.
That is why he gives such extraordinary importance throughout to the word 'et': ‘AND I believe’
is the background significance of every phrase.”97 Again, like Tovey, Rosen is also careful to
situate the Missa within a sacred-music history. In offering a similar critique to Tovey’s of the
Bach/Beethoven Mass comparison, Rosen delineates a specific frame of reference for the Missa
solemnis as a Mass setting, stating “the tradition [Beethoven] was working with was the settings
of the text of the mass by the Haydns . . . Mozart, Cherubini, and other contemporaries.”98 Not
only is he alert to a tradition of Mass settings, Rosen also displays some awareness of the ways in
which this tradition intersected with a wider socio-cultural context. Describing Beethoven’s
opening of the Kyrie as having “solved a problem of church music that had beset composers for
almost a century,” Rosen identifies competing aesthetic impulses in “the church [that] wanted a
setting of the opening Kyrie to be a celebration, while the aesthetic of most composers of the late
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Enlightenment called for a music that expressed the sense of the words.”99 Rosen is also unique
in his attentiveness to elements of historicism in Beethoven reception and scholarship: in a
particularly insightful take on Adorno’s struggle with the Missa (an insight that continues to
have relevance for certain modern attitudes towards the Missa), Rosen writes “Adorno wanted a
Beethoven that resembled him.”100
Lastly, Nicholas Chong’s recent scholarship expands on the historical attentiveness
glimpsed in Tovey and Rosen’s accounts of the Missa solemnis by highlighting the complexity of
the socio-historical environment in which the Missa was written. Among other important
details, Chong’s study draws attention to the range of the contents of Beethoven’s personal
library. Missa scholarship often references the presence of Kant in Beethoven’s collection as
confirmatory evidence of the secular credentials of Beethoven’s Mass.101 As Chong argues, of
arguably greater import—and obvious relevance—is the inclusion in Beethoven’s small library of
two texts by Johann Michael Sailer. Sailer was a Bavarian Catholic theologian (and Jesuit priest)
whose work contributed to the Katholische Aufklärung (Catholic Enlightenment). Beethoven’s
first documented contact with Sailer and his writings occurred at the time of the Missa solemnis’
composition; moreover, Beethoven’s interest in Sailer’s ideas is demonstrated in the fact that he
attempted, in vain, to send his beloved nephew Karl to Sailer for instruction. Sailer’s writing
reflected the broader preoccupations of the Catholic Enlightenment, a movement that sought to
integrate general Enlightenment themes with everyday religious practice. In this vein, Sailer’s
work engaged with Romantic ideals, and stressed the importance of a personal inner life as a
vital part of a religious life (I return to Sailer and the Catholic Enlightenment in Chapter Two).
Yet, as Chong describes it, Sailer was also interested in the Catholic Restoration, a movement
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defined partly in opposition to the Catholic Enlightenment.102 Chong sees Sailer’s mixed
allegiance reflected in Beethoven’s own idiosyncratic religious understanding, as he traces
Beethoven’s religious interests through a diverse mix of sources, including the composer’s
correspondence, the “Heiligenstadt Testament,” other theological works in his library, and
Beethoven’s own religious musical compositions prior to the Missa solemnis.
In addition to the lively theological debate in early nineteenth-century Vienna which
bore upon Beethoven’s thought, Chong invites us to consider the ways in which the reforms of
Emperor Joseph II (r. 1780-1790) may have played a role through the influence they exerted on
religious practice. While Joseph had died in 1790, his reforms reflected a pragmatic relationship
with tradition: streamlined Masses, downsized church budgets, and an outlawing of timpani and
trumpets (tellingly, neither Haydn or Mozart wrote a Mass during Joseph’s reign), alongside a
push for Mass to be celebrated in the vernacular. While this latter reform was ultimately
unsuccessful, Joseph managed to mandate hymns sung in German, reinstating a long-held (and
pre-Reformation) tradition in the German-language sphere of Catholic practice, and he
encouraged congregational singing.103 The Missa solemnis reflects none of the Emperor Joseph’s
particular emphases: it sprawls well beyond the accepted perimeters of Mass length, involves
full orchestral forces and sets an exclusively Latin text. However, a knowledge of Joseph’s
attempts at reform adds important detail to the picture of the Missa solemnis’ production
context. That context is a moment of cultural change and debate about how religious faith
should be practiced and expressed. As Chong concludes, contrary to Beethovenian myth, in his
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religious interests, Beethoven was more in step with the diversity of early nineteenth-century
Viennese religious attitudes than he was a lone modern.
Of the diverse critical responses to the Missa solemnis surveyed in this chapter, the
scholarship of Tovey, Rosen and Chong is distinctive for two reasons. As a collective, they offer
critical approaches to the work that are alternative to those allowed by either the "absolute
music" approach, or the sacred-music historical approach. Their respective responses
demonstrate first a degree of attentiveness to the cultural meanings inherent in the Mass form.
Secondly, their writing reflects an awareness of the ways in which scholarly consideration of the
work might necessarily be multi-disciplinary. Taking inspiration from the accounts of these
three scholars, I will continue my exploration of the Missa in Chapter Two, moving from a
discussion of critical responses and their cultural contexts to a detailed consideration of the
socio-cultural context of the Mass in its musical form, and as liturgy.
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CHAPTER TWO

Socio-historical vernaculars: text, music and theology

The Missa solemnis is a work distanced in multiple ways from what I referred to in
Chapter One as its original context. Beyond chronology, and along with the Missa’s unique
performance history, changed cultural contexts and different contemporary attitudes towards
religion have the practical and inescapable effect of delimiting possibilities for present-day
interpretation of the work. As a consequence, the import of aspects of the context from which
the Missa emerged is minimized in certain critical literature. However, a number of scholarly
voices argue against such socio-cultural unmooring in musical listening. John Butt, in his
innovative study of Bach’s Passions, explores the ways in which an appreciation of a work’s
compositional socio-cultural context can be useful to the modern listener. Importantly, he
suggests that such an original-context-minded approach does not aim to assert an “encoded,”
specific meaning in the music, but rather to expand the possibilities of “meaningfulness” by
situating the work in fields of knowledge, including of subjectivity, whether of its historic period,
or of contemporary modernity.1 Carolyn Abbate defines such enlargement of a work’s field of
meaning as a form of “soft” hermeneutics, which she undertakes by approaching the work as “a
material, present event.”2 Both analytical methods offer, in different ways, opportunities to
approach a work through the context of its realization, whether in the process of composition or
in the act of performance (in addition to other contexts). Applied to the Missa solemnis, the
investigative model suggested by Butt and Abbate has potential for significant impact: in
particular, an approach that, as Scott Burnham puts it, locates “the World in the work,”
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as opposed to treating “the Work as a world,” suggests possibilities in paying attention to the
work’s socio-historical context—in the past and in the present.3 Expanding on the sociohistorical awareness applied in Chapter One to critical perspectives, Chapter Two develops a
key theme in distinguishing socio-historical context—the place or meaning in any given period
of subjectivity and selfhood—and considers its relationship with the Mass form. In doing so,
this chapter proposes a model of listening to the Missa that is open to diverse meanings, in
particular to the possibility of historically or experientially unfamiliar accounts of subjectivity.
Burnham’s characterization of “the World in the work” draws our attention to the ways
in which we understand our contemporary selves—whether, for example, as self-made and
isolated, or as figures in a historical continuum.4 The contemporary self, Charles Taylor has
suggested, is defined by localization, by a partitioning of the world into “inner” and “outer” that
Taylor reads as “a function of a historically limited mode of self-interpretation.”5 Modern
understanding (as defined by Taylor), privileges a certain sense of “inwardness”, which situates
our “thoughts, ideas, or feelings as being ‘within’ us”, while the objects in the world which these
mental states bear on are ‘without’.”6 This subjective inner has, in Taylor’s account, come to feel
as “fixed and unchangeable” regardless of what we may know of history or cultural differences.
Our self in a “given constellation of self and moral sources” is the site “from within which” we
arbitrate our moral situation. It is as if, Taylor writes, we have selves just as we have body
organs, and non-physical locations such as inside and outside that are factual, rather than
related to the way we construe ourselves.7 Scott Burnham echoes this understanding in his
account of “the self as spiritual or moral entity, the constitutive autonomy of the self, the
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possibility of self-transcendence, and the fundamental condition of struggle.”9 In his book
Beethoven Hero, Burnham explores the historical and contemporary links between these
features of the modern self and Beethoven’s music. These relationships are elucidated further in
a separate study in which Burnham charts four different stages of Beethoven reception
post-1827.10 Burnham’s staging of the changing self-oriented landscape of reception is
insightful, not least because of what it says about the extent to which scholarship and reception
are shaped by their own contemporary concerns—including in the unfolding history of Missa
solemnis scholarship (discussed in Chapter One). It can be tempting to map contemporary selfunderstandings onto Beethoven’s own sense of self, not least because of the prevalence of the
Beethoven myth (outlined in Chapter One) that stresses Beethoven’s exceptionalism and
individualism as a precursor of the modern condition. An a-historical understanding of
Beethoven’s socio-cultural context also drives this reading, as can be seen in scholarship that
equates contemporary (secular) interpretations of Kant with Beethoven’s supposed musically
communicated views. William Kinderman offers one such example, with his assertion that the
Kantian quote “the starry heavens above me, the moral law within me” jotted in Beethoven’s
notebooks—assumed to be “embraced by Beethoven”—is testament, “in terms . . . of concrete
experience,” to “the relationship between eternal, infinite nature, on the one hand, and the
subjective inwardness of man, on the other.”11 Attention to Burnham’s concept of “the World in
the work” offers a corrective: upon closer investigation, a more complex picture emerges of the
socio-cultural conditions of the Missa solemnis’ production context.12 Rather than situated at a
readily identified and fixed given point in linear historical development (per for example
Adorno), Beethoven’s social context featured a multivalent modernity at play. In this cultural
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environment, Catholicism itself was a site of engagement with modernity, and not an idea
caught in the process of linear displacement. The self in this context emerges as an identity in
relationship—across time and contemporaneously.
Beethoven’s working life and the production context of the Missa solemnis coincided
with a period of social and political flux in Vienna: in the period between 1780 and 1830,
Viennese society struggled with significant cultural change. The city at the heart of the AustroHungarian empire and seat of a long line of Holy Roman Emperors was steeped in the Catholic
tradition. Embedded in institutions, Catholic history and tradition continued to be reflected in
institutional, social and cultural practices, and importantly, in intellectual life. This was a
complex reality, put well by W.D. Bowman. Bowman describes Catholicism as the “nominal
religion of the vast majority of Austrians” in the early nineteenth century, and thus, “Catholicism
in Austria, unlike in Germany, did not constitute a milieu but rather the milieu for dealing with
the processes of modernization until at least the second half of the nineteenth century.”13 Hence,
while the 1782 Edict of Tolerance issued by Joseph II eased the civil position of Jews and
Protestants in Vienna, the prevailing culture, in Bowman’s words, remained “overwhelmingly
Catholic.”14 That is not to say that within the frame of a dominant Catholic culture there was not
religious diversity. For example, while until 1848 Jews needed special permission to live in
Vienna, a “monumental” synagogue was built there in 1824-26.15 A “not very numerous” but
confident community of Protestants—Calvinists and Lutherans—was observed at neighboring
churches by the highly partial Presbyterian Scottish traveler John Russell in 1821.16 In a city of
300,000, the 4,000 strong Orthodox community would also have been visible. At the same time,
Vienna was also a key site of Enlightenment discourse, an intellectual climate that had been
13
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initiated by reforms under the emperor Joseph II. Bowman describes the Habsburg monarchy
as moved by “ideals of rational administration” when, in 1781, sweeping changes to state
censorship were announced by imperial decree, enabling Viennese intellectuals to gain access to
and disseminate Enlightenment ideas.18 While at the end of the eighteenth century, access to
information in Vienna was once again curtailed by the state, the damage had been done.19
Enlightenment thought had made—and continued to make—its mark on Viennese intellectual
culture, finding expression according to specifically Viennese translation. As Diana Reynolds
Cordileone explains, in addition to their “inherited Catholic traditions,” nineteenth-century
“intellectuals and scholars in Vienna were not strongly influenced by post-Kantian idealism or
romanticism and the Austrian intellectual tradition remained resistant to Hegel throughout the
nineteenth century.”20
While nineteenth-century intellectual Vienna shared many Enlightenment-fostered
interests with the rest of the German speaking world, it is important, as Cordileone suggests, to
register the ways in which the implications of Enlightenment thought in Catholic Vienna were
distinct from those in German Protestant societies—common language does not always imply
common culture. While the relationship between Enlightenment values and Protestant culture is
not straightforward, and Protestantism was not inevitably accommodating, certain
Enlightenment emphases accorded with Protestant Reformation ideology and in particular with
its focus on the individual conscience of the committed Christian. Kant’s late eighteenth-century
account of the Enlightenment (described by Arthur Strum) as “a perspective switch from
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institutionally to subjectively determined meaning” conveys the association.21 Such
individualism seemed to challenge the hierarchical structures and collective orientation
characteristic of Catholic institutional organization and faith practice. These commitments were
particularly important to eighteenth-and nineteenth-century Austrian Catholics: Leonard
Swidler describes “a great deal of concern for the building of community, and particularly by
way of the liturgy.”22 Nevertheless, reflecting an engagement with Enlightenment ideas, the
Katholische Aufklärung or Catholic Enlightenment movement arose in Vienna and other
German-speaking cities. Theologians and thinkers who identified with this movement
responded to the perceived challenge of Enlightenment ideas in part by championing a
Catholicism that integrated personal faith experience with the communal expression and
practice—the Bavarian priest Johann Michael Sailer was a leading figure in this movement.
Sailer is of particular significance to Beethoven scholarship: as outlined in Chapter One, Sailer’s
works were included in Beethoven’s small personal library, and the composer sought at one time
to engage the theologian as a tutor for his cherished nephew. Among Sailer’s themes is a focus
on the congregation’s participation in the liturgy of the Mass. In his study of Aufklärung
Catholicism, Swidler outlines Sailer’s practical suggestions for liturgical reform, describing his
particular focus on language: a key idea was use of the vernacular, especially for sacramental
administration.23 Developing this theme of liturgical understanding, Sailer recommended
instituting biblical study among the laity to ensure the Mass text was clearly understood. (This
can be seen as an extension of the Council of Trent’s 1562 urging of pastors “to explain to the
people what is happening during Mass and explain ‘the mystery of this most holy sacrifice’”24).
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In addition, as Swidler documents, Sailer suggested not only making translations of the Mass
readily available to congregations, and explaining it to them in educational institutions and
elsewhere, but he also advocated for the reading of prayers during the Mass which would “draw
the attention of the people to what the priest was saying and doing; and he suggested a similar
use of hymns during Mass.”25 Sailer’s ideas were not new in the context of Church history: for
example, vernacular had been liturgically employed in the ninth century by Saints Cyril and
Methodius in their “apostolic mission . . . to the Slavic peoples.”26 In addition, Hehn and Ruff
document long-standing use of vernacular hymnody in German-speaking contexts.27 Ruff quotes
the "numerous witnesses to vernacular hymnody" sung at Latin High (that is, sung) Mass.28 The
sixteenth-century Council of Trent chose not to authorize use of the vernacular in the Mass parts
for Latin (that is, Western European) congregations. Late in the Council’s life, it issued a
relatively brief decree concerning the use of the vernacular in the Catholic liturgy: “Although the
Mass contains much instruction for the faithful, it has, nevertheless, not been deemed advisable
by the fathers that it should be celebrated everywhere [passim] in the vernacular tongue.” John
O’Malley references this quotation from the decree issued by the Council on 17 September 1562
to argue, following historian of the Council of Trent, Hubert Jedin, that the council “left the door
open to the vernacular.”29 The championing of the vernacular in liturgical settings by the
Viennese Catholic Aufklärung (and voiced in the reforms of Joseph II) represented therefore a
reengagement with this historical idea as an expression of wider contemporary cultural
concerns.
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The liturgy of the Mass lay at the heart of the vigorous cultural discourse engaging the
interaction of Catholic theology with Enlightenment ideals in early nineteenth-century Vienna.
In tracing the influence of this discourse, not only in the liturgical text but also in musical
settings of the liturgy, it is important to distinguish between a Mass as musical genre and a Mass
in terms of Catholic theology and liturgical forms. Musically speaking, a Mass is a five-part form
that follows the five parts of the Mass Ordinary—the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and Agnus
Dei. These parts are to be distinguished from the Proper of the Mass which includes forms for
which the texts change according to the liturgical calendar or the occasion of the Mass
celebration.30 (The designation solemnis for a Mass marked the composition as for a "high" or
"solemn" Mass, in which all parts of the Mass Ordinary were set to music. This is to distinguish
it from a Missa brevis which may not include settings of all five parts of the Ordinary, for
example the Credo). The five parts of the Ordinary, the texts of which are unchanging, point to
key structural elements of the Mass liturgy, whether High, Low or Solemn, throughout the
Catholic liturgical year (with the exception of the Advent and Lenten periods when the Gloria is
omitted). They are linchpins in so far as they are included, the Gloria exceptions granted, in all
Masses, but chiefly in the sense that they can be understood as describing the arc of the Mass
through its various stages, from gathering in prayer “in recognition of God’s merciful actions
through history” (Kyrie) and to offer praise and adoration (Gloria), to the affirmation of
communal faith (Creed), moving to the Eucharistic Prayer in the Sanctus, and to the Breaking of
the Bread concluded in the Agnus Dei.31 The compositional tradition of the Ordinary of the Mass
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(as a genre) dates to the fourteenth century.32 By the time of the Missa solemnis’ composition,
the Mass as musical composition reflected interaction with trends in other musical genres: as
Bruce C. MacIntyre has discussed, advances in opera, as well as sonata and concerto designs,
influenced Viennese Mass composition from the 1770s onwards. MacIntyre notes the
consequences this had for the traditional designations of secular and religious musical
categories, describing a cultural atmosphere in which “the old triumvirate of church, theater,
and chamber styles no longer sufficed; the cross influences among all three had become too
numerous.”33 Inevitably such cross-fertilization had implications for musical language: Henry
Raynor paints a picture of Mass composers in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Vienna who,
writing in a kind of hybrid language that incorporated secular musical expression into sacred
forms, were refusing to “worship God in a foreign language,” a remark that echoes Sailer’s
arguments for vernacular inclusion in the liturgy.34 Practically speaking, this musical cross
pollination resulted in compositional features such as longer Mass movements, greater unity of
key and variety in meter, and vocal solos incorporated within choral movements (rather than
featuring as independent arias).35 The level to which Viennese Masses were musically and
liturgically embedded in their contemporary world was also expressed politically: in his study of
Haydn’s sacred music, James Dack describes Haydn’s Masses as reflecting “a liturgy and
associated practices shaped by a peculiarly Habsburg synthesis of church and state.”36 According
to Dack, Haydn’s use of woodwind instruments and timpani in the religious works of his middle
period reflected imperial and public demands for pomp and ceremony that were products of a
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historical moment “in which the liturgy of a propagandist Catholic church emerging triumphant
from the Counter-Reformation was overlaid in the early eighteenth century by the victory of
Habsburg over Turk.”37
While the Mass (Missa) is a musical genre, it corresponds with a primary or antecedent
function as liturgy—for example, a Mass, which frequently was also a musical Mass, marked
civic and religious events, and significant events in community and individual lives. Therefore, it
is at least relevant to understand the Mass as liturgy, within the context of Catholic religious
practice, independently of questions about Beethoven’s personal familiarity with the Mass.
There is a trend in musicological considerations of the Missa solemnis (as discussed in Chapter
One) that equates Beethoven’s documented ambivalence towards institutional religion with
ignorance of Mass practice—William Drabkin goes so far as to assume that the composer was
“unlikely to have heard many Masses in their liturgical setting.”38 Not only does this assertion
set aside Beethoven’s employment as church organist (from the age of twelve), it neglects the
wider relevance of the Mass liturgy to everyday life in nineteenth-century Viennese culture—for
example, a Mass marked civic and religious events, and significant events in community and
individual lives. Theologically speaking, the Mass is at the heart of Catholic faith practice—thus
theologian Bruce T. Morrill describes “the practice of liturgy” as “the fundamental way in which
believers know and appropriate the content of faith.”39 Following a basic form known from as
early as the second century, the fundamental structure of the liturgy of the Mass unites two
elements, the liturgy of the Word—that is, liturgical readings from the Hebrew Bible and the
New Testament, interspersed with specific prayers—and the liturgy of the Eucharist. This latter
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is a sequence of prayers and actions that "enact" the Last Supper.40 This enacting brings the past
into the immediate present through sharing in the bread and wine, elements that in Catholic
theology become, at the consecration, the body and blood of Christ. Early nineteenth-century
Viennese Catholics attended Mass in its Tridentine form. That is, they heard the Mass conducted
in Latin, with the celebrant priest as the primary speaker, and the responses made by designated
altar servers. The priest stood at the altar, back turned to the congregation, as intercessor
between the faithful and God. MacIntyre depicts a scene in which the congregation was
dramatically separated from the religious celebrants, via physical distance—“only the priest
(celebrant) and his assistants had an active role”—and language barrier—“even greater distance
arose because the ceremonies were still conducted in Latin, even then little understood by the
people.”41 While this chimes with earlier critical assumptions that interpreted Viennese
congregations’ relationship with Latin as one of incomprehension (see reference to
Schleiermacher in Chapter One), it also echoes the principal concerns of the Catholic
Aufklärung, recalling Sailer’s efforts to ensure that the congregation was educated in the
meaning of the liturgical text.
Sailer’s interpretation of language was not merely one-dimensional however. In
advocating for the incorporation of the vernacular in the Mass liturgy, Sailer described a
vernacular as a “basic mother language” referring to “unspoken means of communication.”42
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Here he can be understood as addressing the relationship between verbal communication and
its non-verbal (physical) dimension—the gestures, expressions, and whole range of non-verbal
behaviours that accompany speech, and which are culturally determined.43 This idea speaks
directly to the Mass liturgy as shared experience, in which the physical language of human
bodies plays a role. Here, theologian Rowan Williams offers insight. In his work on
consciousness, he describes a “practical knowledge” in bodily experience, a knowledge that is
subjective but also innately participatory.44 Williams insists on the impossibility of knowing
oneself without the input of others—“I cannot know myself alone . . . I cannot picture myself as
a body or a self unless I am seen and engaged with,” both of these being bodily experiences.45
He argues that such bodily knowledge creates the possibility of empathy, “a capacity to
imagine,” that has far greater impact than our narrowly subjective experience.46 For Williams,
cultural understanding is bound inextricably to the possibility of such empathy: hence, “without
that capacity, our concept of what’s human, and thus our concept of our entire culture thins out
dramatically.”47 Such participatory physical knowledge is fundamental to liturgical theology and
to the Mass as it was experienced by Viennese Catholics: bodies are symbolically and literally at
the heart of the Mass in the Eucharistic Prayer, where the bread and wine offered up by the
celebrant in commemoration of the Last Supper are instituted as the sacramental presence of
Christ, his body and blood.48 In addition to the consumption of the Eucharistic bread and wine,
by the celebrant if less frequently by the congregation during this period, physicality was also
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experienced very practically (and communally) within the Tridentine Mass, in the series of
choreographed physical responses—standing, kneeling, signing—from the priest and
congregation. As in Williams’ exegesis, this ritualized bodily knowledge is innately communal:
the individual at Mass kneels, seeing others kneel, seeing herself in others kneeling, kneeling
instinctively as the pattern is long established, and the sound alone of the movement is a signal.
Morrill highlights the significance of the Greek word for communion used in the first liturgical
texts, koinonia—a word meaning more simply, "participation."49 Indeed, as Swidler describes,
Aufklärung Catholics saw the liturgy as a prime focus for the creation of community: one
prominent Aufklärung theologian, Johann Baptist von Herscher, wrote in 1821 that “the true
ideal of the celebration of the Mass can be attained only if the people really participate in it, if a
unity develops between the people and the priest.”50
The physical vernacular at work in the liturgy of the Mass is also enacted textually. The
Mass text is a multi-layered, three-dimensional language of symbolism and metaphor, a
language in simultaneous conversation with historical experience and with its immediate
present. Language in this Mass context, writes Morrill (paraphrasing the theologian Louis-Marie
Chauvet), is the “space” wherein “people dynamically engage the symbols already present as
cultural tradition in ever-original acts of meaning, such that the subject, language, and culture
are contemporaneous.”51 This plurality of content and meaning is structured into the Tridentine
Mass form: here, the juxtaposition of scriptural readings from the Hebrew Bible and the Gospels
position Jesus as the Messiah referenced in Jewish tradition, and the liturgy’s staple prayers (for
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example, “Our Father”) speak to Christian theological tradition. The high point of this threedimensional language is nowhere more apparent than in the Eucharistic Prayer in the
institution narrative where Christ’s body and blood become sacramentally present “under the
species” of bread and wine—a collective memory given physical expression.52 The repeated
textual language is distinctly physical and action oriented: Morrill draws attention to the present
tense and subjective focus of Jesus’ injunction to “do this in memory of me.”53 This liturgical
enacting goes beyond mere remembering, which implies absence. Theologically, the liturgical
language draws on an older Scriptural understanding of anamnesis, a word Gregory Dix
describes as having “a sense of ‘recalling’ or ‘representing’ before God an event in the past so
that it becomes here and now operative by its effects.”54 In this theological context, the Mass text
is not a static document. Rather, it is language that will be verbalized efficaciously. The language
of the Eucharistic liturgy is spoken literally out of a body, and, in utterance, the language of the
liturgy calls into being the body of the faithful—that is to say, the body of Christ. This embracing
transformation stands at some distance from the solitary self-creation addressed by Taylor in his
discussion of the “modern independence of the self.”55 Judith Kubicki describes this “complexus
of language and quasi languages” which are brought into play in the sacraments including the
Mass, as “not only [enabling] Christians to speak, but they also enable Christians to be
spoken.”56
Ritual operates as a vernacular in the liturgical context, in the sense that the idiom of the
Mass ritual is not confined by linguistic frontiers. As discussed in Chapter One, contemporary
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Missa solemnis scholarship often dwells on the dogmatic nature of the Mass text, a description
reflecting the Mass as a mandated and formally repetitive sequence of word and action. Yet, to
focus on the dogmatic aspect of the ritual is to miss aspects of ritual’s workings. Much as in
music, repetition (of ritual words, gestures, movements, locations etc.) creates a self-reflexive
frame of reference, and, in the case of a shared experience, a common body of knowledge.
Furthermore, specific to the Mass liturgy, the idea of ritualized experience has potential
implications for a nineteenth-century Viennese congregation’s relationship with Latin. As
mentioned previously, a number of critics have inferred an ignorance of Latin in the Viennese
community, including among church-going Catholics. They included Beethoven in that number
on account of his possession of multiple Mass translations. 57 The position of Latin was more
nuanced. Joseph II had ordered in 1784 that the language of instruction in schools be changed
from Latin to German, but at elite levels it remained important. While by the early nineteenth
century the use of Latin had contracted in professions outside the clerical, it remained relevant
to professional education in law, medicine, and science. While Joseph 11 had ordered in 1784
that the language of instruction in schools be changed from Latin to German, at elite levels it
remained important. As van Bommel has shown, in wider German-speaking contexts it was
understood as an important element in Gymnasium education where a more traditional
education ideal of classical humanism had been influential since the late eighteenth century.58
Sailer’s championing of the inclusion of the (German) vernacular during Mass celebrations
acknowledges that the less educated among Viennese congregations did not have access to Latin
either as a lingua franca or as scholarly knowledge. But, as James Van Horn Melton has pointed
out, in Vienna from the 1770s a highly effective pedagogy that included the stage (Jesuit drama),
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religious processions, and other visual means had communicated religious knowledge.59 So had
historical German hymnody , according to Ruff.60 It is also important to note the possibility of
learning and understanding acquired, not only through sermons for example, but in regularly
hearing the same words spoken aloud in the context of ritual. In this vein, in their anthology of
essays on contemporary Catholic liturgical practice, the editors Bruce T. Morrill, Susan Rodgers
and Joanna E. Ziegler describe the ritual of the liturgy as continuing an “ancient understanding
of practice as theory.”61 Echoing Williams’ assertions of modes of physical knowledge, Morrill,
Rodgers and Ziegler describe the practice of ritual as erasing any sense of “dichotomy between
doing and knowing.”62
Approaching the Mass as liturgy—with its embedded theological concepts and multiple
means of communication—suggests new perspectives on the ways in which the music of
Beethoven’s Missa solemnis interacts with the Mass as text and experience. As previously
outlined, the Mass existed as a musical genre in nineteenth-century Vienna, and, as such, is
clearly open to interrogation at the purely musical level (as Adorno demonstrates). In the rich
multilingual liturgical context just discussed above however, Beethoven’s music might also be
characterized as itself a kind of vernacular at work in the liturgical form, in that it brought to the
liturgy an established musical lexicon and established musical frames of reference. This idea has
bearing on multiple levels. Firstly, there is the way in which any Mass composition by any
composer in the early nineteenth-century inevitably references the tradition it continues:
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namely that of the Mass as a musical form, and, more broadly, the tradition of sacred musical
works. In his study of Haydn’s sacred works, Dack also draws attention to a sonic parallel
between the war-like characterization and “anguished cry for salvation” in the climax of the
Benedictus in Haydn’s Missa in angustiis, and the strikingly “comparable representation in the
‘Dona nobis’ of the Missa Solemnis.”63 Beyond this eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Viennese
compositional context, the Missa solemnis also invokes comparison within the cultural frame of
a more specifically liturgical music vernacular. Discussion concerning the inclusion of music in
the Mass liturgy became increasingly fraught in the eighteenth century, with the evolution of
secular musical genres such as symphonies and operas, and a corresponding increase in the
instrumental forces appearing in church compositions. Pope Benedict XIV’s intervention in
1749 with a Papal encyclical setting out what was musically appropriate for liturgical use
provided a strong reference point for this discussion into the nineteenth century. The Mass text,
the encyclical reiterated, was the first priority: it warned against music written in “theatrical
fashion and with stage worthy vocal style” that impeded the words being “perfectly and plainly
understood,” citing “ecclesiastic chant” as a model to imitate.64 To this end, composers
employing polyphony were advised to proceed with caution and orchestras were instructed to
shed “the timpani, the natural horns, the trumpets, the oboes, the flutes, the piccolos, the
orchestral harps, the mandolins, and others of that sort, which produce theatrical music.”65 The
Austrian Emperor Joseph II echoed these conceptions of sacred sound in his reforms of 1782.
While Joseph took a slightly different approach to Benedict XIV in encouraging culturally
familiar congregational singing (an idea in line with his enthusiasm for increasing the
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use of the vernacular in church services), he banned the use of timpani and martial trumpet
fanfares.66
The Emperor and the Pope were not alone in asserting ideas about liturgicallyappropriate sound informed by tradition. Nineteenth-century critics also shared ideas of such
sound, albeit they were less prescriptive in their criteria. Indeed, discussion of contemporary
religious music was a site of heated debate in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
criticism, as E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 1814 essay “Alte und neue Kirchenmusik” demonstrates.
Hoffmann makes a clear distinction between church and oratorio styles—even Mozart’s
Requiem, a “belated remnant of the true church style” is critiqued as “laps[ing] into oratorio
style.”67 Older models of liturgical music are central to Hoffmann’s identification of the
characteristics of church style—Palestrina in particular is significant. Hoffmann’s interest in the
music of the latter composer exemplifies a widespread interest and specific historicism among
German critics at this time. Palestrina’s music had been previously elevated in Catholic culture
during the Council of Trent, where according to popular legend his 1567 Missa Papae Marcelli
was heralded for supposedly rescuing polyphony from liturgical banishment. By contrast, James
Garratt describes the ways in which the culturally Protestant Hoffmann’s championing of
Palestrina’s music spoke to contemporary Romantic aesthetic and political concerns.
Hoffmann’s critique of Enlightenment culture is framed in terms of “frivolity and emptiness,”
feeding into a Romantic historicism that idealized the past, as in Hegel’s affirmation that “the
ideal of art, the absolute relation of form and content, is to be found in the art of antiquity.”68
The aesthetic priorities implied here were also politically framed: as Garratt explains, Hoffmann
understood “the frivolity and emptiness of modern art as a result not merely of the
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Enlightenment, but of the pernicious influence of the French.”69 For Hoffmann and other
contemporaries, Palestrina’s “most austerely homophonic works” defined his ultimate style.70 In
language echoing the terminology of secular Romantic visual art criticism, Hoffmann ascribes
“lofty, inimitable simplicity and dignity” to Palestrina’s style, while his contemporary Thibaut
called attention to the “ancient dignity and simplicity” of Palestrina’s homophonic music.71
Although the Missa solemnis does not compositionally suggest a direct veneration of
Palestrina, Beethoven does indeed make subtle reference to the stile antico. Donald Francis
Tovey is among those scholars who hear references to Palestrina, particularly in Beethoven’s
pointed use of modal harmony at key moments: for example, setting the Credo’s Incarnatus to
“mysterious and devout strains in purest Dorian mode” (Credo, m. 124).72 Another suggestive
example lies in Beethoven’s treatment of the Resurrexit. Here, Tovey compares Beethoven’s
relative lack of development of the text in the Missa solemnis to the “glorious and highly
developed chorus” of Bach’s Mass in B minor. In contrast to Bach’s Mass, Tovey hears
Beethoven gesture to Palestrina in his use of Mixolydian harmony and “the only unaccompanied
choral passage in any Mass of the period.”73 While echoes of Palestrina are heard in the Missa,
older musical forms—specifically sacred musical forms—are directly invoked. The most obvious
of these forms (discussed in detail in Chapter Four) is Beethoven’s use of Gregorian plainchant
motifs: in a journal entry from 1818, as he began work on the Missa, the composer advised “In
order to write true church music—look for the plainchants of the monks.”74 In the Missa,
allusion to plainchant is compositionally rendered in a number of ways. Firstly, an aspect of the
vocal character of the Gregorian chant is captured in a male voice-type group delivering
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liturgical text in a rhythmic unison monotone, as in the bass’ startling intonation at the
Benedictus that accompanies the descending solo violin line “Benedictus qui venit in nomine
Domini” (Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord, mm. 114-117, see Ex. 2.1).

Ex. 2.1: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 111-117 (vocal score)

Another reference to Gregorian chant is implied in Beethoven’s frequent use of choral
rhythmic unisons, sometimes with single pitch—as can be heard in the Credo, mm. 141-142 (Ex.
2.2). Here, the chorus delivers a statement of miracle, “et incarnatus est de spiritu sancto ex
Maria virgine” (And was made flesh from the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary) on a monotone E
natural, with note values suddenly much quicker (sixteenths, eighths, eighth triplets) and less
legato than the note values used thus far in the movement—in other words, compositional
writing that serves text delivery.
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Ex. 2.2: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 141-142

At a practical level, the multi-layered musical vernacular at work in the Missa solemnis is
characterized by a number of key techniques. Word-painting, for example, a commonly used
tool historically beloved of madrigal composers, was also a feature—somewhat critically
maligned—of Mass settings in the Viennese tradition. Dack describes the contemporary
criticism of Haydn’s use of timpani to portray “the anxious beating of the heart” in the Agnus
Dei of his Missa in tempore belli.75 The charge of “naive musical representation” levelled against
Haydn’s setting articulates a perennial tension between function and contemporary musical
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concerns: as previously outlined, Pope Benedict XIV’s Papal encyclical of 1749 had reiterated the
1562 emphases of the Council of Trent, that defined the role of music during Mass liturgies as
first and foremost textual support, prioritizing that “the words be perfectly and plainly
understood.”76 Word painting made for intelligibility, no less required in the early nineteenth
century. Beethoven’s Missa solemnis contains numerous examples of word painting, and Tovey
describes a similar criticism of Beethoven’s musical naïveté, pointing out that he “has been
ridiculed for illustrating the word ascendit by an ascending scale.”77 (Tovey does not suggest by
whom). Along with the ascending line cited by Tovey, the Credo’s descent into hell is rendered
by descending scales in virtually all parts (Credo, m. 115-6); equally, there is the unleashing of
sonic force in the full orchestral, fff setting of the word “omnipotens” in the Gloria (Gloria, m.
185). Beethoven’s word-painting in the Missa is also at work more subtly: at the Credo’s
description of God as the “Creator of all things visible and invisible,” the full orchestral texture
that has characterized the movement thus far thins, and the choir sings briefly in a slowed,
almost rhythmic unison in a suddenly piano dynamic, to sparse accompaniment (Credo, mm.
31-33, Ex. 2.3)—an effect of musical "invisibility" amidst the established rhythmic and textural
bustle of the Credo.
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Ex. 2.3: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 28-34
(chorus/lower strings/organ)

Furthermore, word painting aids in instrumental characterization, another technique
employed by Beethoven in the Missa solemnis. Instrumental characterization works to illustrate
the textual language of the liturgy; inevitably, it also draws upon a self-referential context
created by the musical score and the stereotypes of musical identity dictated by contemporary
compositional practices and traditions. In her study of Mozart’s opera Die Zauberflöte (The
Magic Flute) Rose Rosengard Subotnik describes the way in which instrumental
characterization within the musical score adds a layer of textual interpretation to the operatic
narrative: in Subotnik’s account of the opera, upper strings come to represent a musical norm,
while lower strings and woodwinds signify “an identity somehow ‘other.’”78 At one level, the
Missa makes use of more basic instrumental characterization, an obvious example being
Beethoven’s use of solo upper woodwind instruments to depict specific imagery (namely, the
Holy Spirit), while the strings operate largely as orchestral texture. In this category of
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instrumental characterization in the Missa solemnis, one particularly significant recurring walkon part belongs to the flute as the Holy Spirit—as in the Incarnatus of the Credo (e.g. mm. 134-5,
Ex. 2.4) where the flute’s trilling decorates the vocal quartet’s “spirito sancto” (holy spirit).

Ex. 2.4: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 131-135

Beyond conventional word painting, Beethoven uses instrumental characterization to
engage with theological concepts in the Mass liturgy. One of the most compelling and
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theologically important examples of this lies in the transition from the Sanctus to the
Benedictus. As the last strains of the Sanctus die away, two flutes and the solo violin emerge
from the orchestral texture, holding a G major chord (m. 110). Over the next four measures (the
opening four measures of the Benedictus, m. 111-114, Ex. 2.5), the three instruments descend in
rhythmic unison, until the flutes drop away and the solo violin is left to continue alone with
muted orchestral accompaniment. In the context of the established identities within the Missa
solemnis for strings and winds (solo winds suggesting specific imagery, strings as general
texture), the symbolism of this moment is potent. The flutes, previous musical representatives
of the Holy Spirit (as in the Credo’s Incarnatus, see m. 134-135, Ex. 2.4), bequeath this role to
the violin. It is a musical transformation that sonically represents the concurrent liturgical
transformation: at this moment in the liturgy of the Tridentine Mass, the first section—the
sequence of chants, prayers and scriptural readings, including the Gospel, then the homily and
(on Sundays and feast days) the Creed—is completed. The offering of bread and wine (along
with other ritual actions such as the priest’s washing of his hands) has marked the transition to
the second part of the Mass, The Eucharistic Prayer. This Great Prayer has begun in the prayer
of the Preface, which continues in the Sanctus, hymn of praise, and then modulates into the
words of the Benedictus heralding the one who is to come—God become man—“in the name of
the Lord” (“Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini. Hosanna in excelsis”). As discussed earlier,
in a liturgy accompanied by music such as in a solemn Mass, the practice was to extend the
Sanctus (if necessary with a Prelude) to the consecration, and to place the singing of the
Benedictus immediately after the elevation. Here, its character as an acclamation comes into
focus.79
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Ex. 2.5: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 110-115
(winds/brass/solo violin)

The musical dialogue with the theology of the Mass does not end with this exchange of
roles: the part played by the solo violin in the Benedictus continues far beyond the precedent set
by the wind instruments. Previously, solo wind instruments have played brief character roles
(for example the flute as the Holy Spirit, Incarnatus m. 135), or introduced vocal lines in keeping
with the concerted styles. In the Benedictus however, the solo violin plays the entire melody that
the vocal quartet eventually takes up fifteen measures later: eloquently marked “dolce e
cantabile” (Sanctus, m. 119), the violin engenders the four solo voices, urging them to speech.
When the vocal quartet enters (m. 133), the solo violin’s role changes. It maintains its
identification with the solo voices in its role as solo counter melody, and in its legato articulation
(a pointed feature of the solo vocal lines in contrast to the orchestral accompaniment, see m.
142). At certain moments, however, the violin reminds the listener of its orchestral origins,
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dipping briefly back into the orchestral texture via sudden rhythmic unisons (for example, m.
148, see Ex. 2.6), and articulation that mimics that of the orchestra (for example, m. 149). In this
way—and viewed through the lens of theological/liturgical meaning—the violin creates an aural
identity for itself as entirely other: a role that refers at once to orchestral origins and vocal
melody, but moves beyond both to create a new, hybrid identity that operates with a semantic
flexibility. Here again the possibilities opened by bringing a liturgical perspective to the work are
illustrated.

Ex. 2.6: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 145-149
(solo violin/upper strings/solo vocal quartet)

An interaction with theology is also suggested by Beethoven’s musical treatment of the
word “et” in the Credo.80 The most prosaic, and on the surface, the least significant word of this
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statement of faith, the conjunction unexpectedly becomes the dramatic star of the movement,
introducing each new section, and often abruptly—as in the tenors’ explosive interruption
announcing “Et resurrexit” (m. 188, Ex. 2.7).

Ex. 2.7: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 188-193 (vocal score)

The syllable is also characterized by its length: aside from its inclusion in fugal themes (for
example, m. 194), “et” is only ever represented by a short quarter note. Certainly this
presentation of the fundamental Credo text—the statement of Catholic Christian faith—might
have been perplexing and startling to Beethoven’s contemporaries: MacIntyre highlights the
“declamatory, parlando choral writing and the almost declamatory alteration of chorus and
soloists” typical of Viennese eighteenth-century Mass settings.81 But it also suggests imaginative
possibilities with respect to how this single word operates musically and verbally. As a
conjunction and a note, “et” acts in a theologically suggestive manner as a bridge between ideas
or propositions of faith, constantly opening out, accumulating, and ensuring continuation—as
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for example in m. 143 (Ex. 2.8), where “et” links the miraculous “incarnatus est” (was made
flesh) with its directly material realization in “Homo factus est” (became Man).

Ex. 2.8: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 142-146
(upper strings/solo tenor)

In addition, the syllable’s typical length can be heard to shed light on the very end of the Credo.
Here, the abrupt shortness of the final “amens” (staccato quarter notes, m. 463, Ex. 2.9)
instantly relates them sonically and thematically to the previous explosive “ets,” suggesting a reinterpretation of “amen” as not final, but rather holding the possibility of continuation—
“Amen,” (so be it)—not as the end but as a beginning, a theological concept at the heart of the
Mass.
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Ex. 2.9: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 463-464 (vocal score)

Taking cues from the hermeneutical approaches of Butt and Abbate and from the more
Beethoven-specific work of Burnham, this chapter has explored the socio-historical conditions
of the Missa solemnis’ genesis, seeking to expand the possible meanings in the work that are
available to the modern listener. In doing so, this chapter has understood the Missa as created
art that, through the act of listening, is active in the contemporary present as well as in a specific
past. It has become clear that the subsequent historical and contemporary receptions of the
work that have shaped its critical identity are inevitably characterized by historicism, the latter
exemplified in evolving understandings of selfhood. Through its investigation of the ways in
which contextual knowledge might expand possible meanings in the Missa available to the
listener, this chapter has focused on the idea of vernaculars—textual, musical, theological. The
following chapter will move from varieties of speech to focus on another form of paradoxically
subjective and shared knowledge, that also has the capacity to evade historical boundaries: that
of bodily experience, in music, text and liturgy.
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CHAPTER THREE
Somatic vernaculars

Music and text converse in the Missa solemnis in diverse and multi-layered ways,
invoking a specific socio-cultural present (as described in Chapter Two) while also drawing on
multiple historical frames of reference. The density and richness of this interdisciplinary
dialogue is such that its potential for meaning can be overwhelming. Hence the value of bodily
(or somatic/embodied) knowledge as episteme and hermeneutical tool.1 Philosopher Charles
Taylor and theologian Rowan Williams have each written of the centrality of bodily knowledge
to our capacity to intuit the world around us and to create meaning, particularly in relation to
construction of the self. Taylor speaks of knowledge “woven into our very comportment,” while
Williams characterizes physical knowledge (knowledge acquired through bodily experience) as a
literal “making of knowledge” that is “cooperative and imaginative.”2 As a critical lens with both
philosophical and theological relevance, bodily knowledge offers insight into the Missa’s various
textual and musical layers, while also suggesting access to historical meaning for the
contemporary listener. Elizabeth Grosz speaks to some of these dimensions in her evocation of
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See for example: Patricia Ticineto Clough et al., The Affective Turn: Theorizing the Social (North
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Reflections on Dance,” Dance Research Journal 34, no. 1 (2002): 11–26, 20.
https://doi.org/10.2307/1478130. Since the 1980s, various understandings of bodily or somatic
knowledge, the synonyms I choose to use here, have become important as ways of more fully grasping the
content of knowledge and experience and the ways we come to know than is provided by a focus on the
mind and mental constructs/abstractions. Hence, for example, studies of emotions are playing significant
parts in various fields including history and literature. Here I begin with the common recognition that we
live and move in bodies, experience physical sensations, interpret these, relate to things through our
bodies and through all this are in turn made aware of our bodies. Clough et al, for example, refer to
“bodily capacities to affect and be affected or the augmentation or diminution of a body’s capacity to act,
to engage, and to connect.” Parviainen writes of the living body acquiring knowledge “by doing, moving
itself, by not only aimless wandering, but also practicing socially and culturally shaped skills.”
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the body as defined by binaries: “inside/outside, subject/object, active/passive, fantasy/reality,
and surface/depth.”3 Many of these binaries could describe tensions exploited by Beethoven in
the Missa solemnis, as I discuss in the following two chapters. Grosz also vividly characterizes
bodily knowledge as innately liminal, noting the way in which “the body can be regarded as a
kind of hinge or threshold: it is placed between a psychic or lived interiority and a more
sociopolitical exteriority that produces interiority through the inscription of the body’s outer
surface.”4 With these fluid possibilities of somatic (bodily) knowing in mind, this chapter sets
out to explore the rich bodily texture of the Missa solemnis.
The concept of embodied ways of knowing is made immediate to the Missa solemnis by
Beethoven’s famous addition to the autograph manuscript: “Von Herzen - möge es wieder - zu
Herzen gehen!” (From the heart - may it again - go to the heart!). The invocation has been
variously interpreted by critics as testimony to the friendship between Beethoven and the work’s
dedicatee, the Archduke Rudolf, and, as discussed in Chapter Two, cited as evidence of the
composer’s humanistic, individual challenge to the decrees of institutionalized religion. Yet such
readings neglect the bodiliness of Beethoven’s inscription and the dynamism it enacts;
importantly, they translate the bodily reference propelling the phrase as a figure of speech for a
strictly emotional or mental exchange. While scholars such as Daniel Chua draw to a degree on
bodily experience in their philosophical engagement with Beethoven’s late music, the potential
for somatic reading is never fully explored, especially with respect to his religious music. Using
Beethoven’s inscription as inspiration, I argue in this chapter for a critical engagement with the
Missa solemnis that takes the body as a key. In this vein, I investigate the ways in which bodily
experience might inform both theological and musical readings of the Missa and in particular I
enquire into ways somatic considerations might engage with ideas of time, memory and
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historical understanding. In the course of this chapter, I draw on work from a variety of artistic
and scholarly disciplines that engages insightfully with somatic knowledge and offers diverse
perspectives on how it might interact with these themes. Such interdisciplinary perspectives are
helpful when approaching the range of possible meaning in a multi-disciplinary work like the
Missa, but they also illuminate the broader historical lineages of the philosophical and
theological ideas with which the music of the Missa solemnis is engaged. Ultimately, while the
chapter further explores the usefulness of bringing theological insights to the musicological
conversation, it seeks to open the discussion to general musical listening, asking if recognizing
bodily experience in the musical text necessitates a different kind of aural attention.
In his 2017 book Beethoven and Freedom, the musicologist Daniel Chua proposes an
understanding of what he recognizes as “freedom” in Beethoven’s late works that draws on a
philosophical conception of vision.5 In its third section, schematized as drawn by the "look" of
an-Other, Chua engages intimately with Theodor Adorno’s readings of selected late works
(particularly the challenge of the Missa solemnis). The origins of Chua’s focus on the faculty of
sight can in one sense be traced to Adorno’s invocation of the Augenblick.6 This latter term
functions as quasi-symbol, given its loaded philosophical history. Translated literally as "the
blink of an eye," or "moment," the concept of Augenblick was first explored by the theologian
Søren Kierkegaard (as øieblik), particularly in relation to the Incarnation and the experience of
"truth."7 In a different context, the Augenblick is also important for Friedrich Nietzsche: as
Koral Ward notes, the Gateway that holds the answer to the riddle of time in Also sprach
Zarathustra bears the inscription “Augenblick.”8 Later, the term also became important for the
philosophers Karl Jaspers and Martin Heidegger. For Jaspers, the idea of the “moment” offers a
perspective
5
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on existence and self in historical relation.9 In contrast, and significantly for Chua, Heidegger
explores the notion of “vision” and the possibilities of an “opportune” moment that stands apart
from the continuum of the everyday, in which self might be experienced.10
The idea of the Augenblick is important for Chua, not only in relation to Adorno and the
term’s philosophical lineage, but also because of its allusive imagery. Chua’s exegesis of
Beethoven’s late works seeks to synthesize philosophical and theological approaches to the
concept of freedom—in this context, the idea of sight offers up potent parallels. Eyes are
suggestive symbols for Chua: his discussion of the late works is contextualized against his
memorable characterization of “the monad” of absolute music.11 Indeed, the promise of this
sight imagery is given pointed form in an Adornian notebook fragment that frames much of
Chua’s ensuing discussion: in notes accompanying his exploration of Beethoven’s late works,
Adorno posits that “the expression of the human” in Beethoven’s works manifests itself in “the
gift of sight. The human is its gaze.”12 For Chua, the task is to locate the “human” in a musical
gaze that has become “blinded.”13 This search becomes an ethical imperative: taking his cue
from Adorno (and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, who characterizes monads as “windowless”), Chua
warns, “Music’s monadic blindness turns out to be the living mirror of society.”14
Chua’s philosophical characterization of sight is expressed partly in terms of bodily
experience. He draws on Emmanuel Levinas—“one sees and hears like one touches”—in arguing
for a music that is “anthropomorphically grounded” and thus able to “inhabit the spaces of the
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human body, mimicking its motions and emotions.”15 This approach is strikingly exemplified in
Chua’s reading of the Cavatina of Op. 130: here, he characterizes the fragmented notation of the
first violin line as “severe respiratory symptoms.”16 Similarly, he notes the “physiological
markings” of minutely prescribed dynamics that “clutter” the final measure of the movement.17
In Chua’s reading, these markings mimic the asymmetrical intensity of an emotionally laden
breathing pattern, allowing the body to “protrude” through the formal disintegration of the
musical text.18 It is significant, however, that Chua’s somatic vocabulary is something that can be
seen on the musical page, as well as heard: both his key examples of bodily representation in the
Cavatina generate from closely observed written markings (the gasping sixteenths in the first
violin that etch out the middle section of the movement, mm. 42-46; the crowded dynamic
instructions of the final measure). It emerges that for all his expansive interpretation of vision,
there remains a strikingly literal aspect to Chua’s gaze.
This distance between the abstract and the literal is present not only in Chua’s musical
readings but in his interpretation of scriptural texts. He prefaces the third chapter of his book
with a quotation from the Gospel of Matthew: “The eye is the lamp to the body. If your eyes are
good, your whole body will be full of light. But if your eyes are bad, your body will be full of
darkness.”19 While the quotation acts as an epigraph, it is telling that Chua makes no further
reference to it—a gesture in keeping with his general treatment of scriptural text. On one level,
the Matthew utterance needs no explanation: the reader can unpack the mini-parable at leisure,
and enjoy the possibilities it offers in corroborating Chua’s argument—that the self is found in
its ability to see and be seen by an Other. But the seeming randomness of the scriptural
reference together with the absence of contextualization contrasts suggestively with Chua’s
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approach to musical text. In the latter, contextualization within large-scale form plays a crucial
role in Chua’s thesis of embodiment. At a superficial level, the lack of context afforded the
Matthew passage proves unintentionally ironic: the quotation forms part of the Sermon on the
Mount, an extended address which also features the memorable line, “If your right eye causes
you to stumble, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your body
than for your whole body to be thrown into hell.”20 An even more striking example of Chua’s
(highly exclusive) approach to scriptural invocation comes in his statement “the face is the Word
made flesh.”21 In the context of Chua’s book, the quotation appears in reference to Levinas’
ethics and his “alignment of the face with the word” in order to avoid the more problematic
characterization of the face as image disassociated from being.22 The author’s juxtaposition of
Levinas’ face-to-face with the idea of “the Word made flesh” is an extraordinary co-opting of a
fundamental theological image and concept that is notably central to the Mass liturgy.23 The
phrase “the Word made flesh” first appears in the beginning of the Gospel of John, a Gospel that
opens with an understanding of God as speech, as language: “In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.”24 As biblical scholar Frank Moloney puts
it, “the Greek expression ho logos has been chosen to hint, from the start, that from the intimacy
of God a word will be spoken.” A word exists to say something, and “thus,” writes Moloney,
revelation appears as “the presence of the Word itself in the human story”: in the same verse,
the Gospel writer identities Jesus as “The Word made flesh” who “dwelt among us.”25 This
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characterization of the relationship between God the Father and God the Son remains a
powerful image throughout the Gospel and informs the structure of the Mass liturgy. As outlined
in Chapter Two, the liturgy consists of two distinct yet related parts: the first being the liturgy of
the Word, and the second the liturgy of the Eucharist, a large scale structure that represents the
movement of the “Word made flesh.”27 Chua’s reference to “the face” as an “incarnation” of this
concept appears a somewhat narrow reading of a complex idea, a reading that speaks more to
his commitment to the “gaze” as at the heart of both music and the human condition—
apparently quite literally.28
Chua’s understanding of image further suggests the potential limitations of his exegesis
of vision with reference to a theological framework. As mentioned previously Chua’s invocation
of the face as “Word made flesh” is contextualized by Levinas’ aversion to the idea of face as
image: as Chua explains in a lengthy footnote, “Levinas wants to avoid the idea of the face as an
image, especially in relation to art, for that would already constitute some kind of mask or
caricature of the face: hence his alignment of the face with word.”29 While Chua reaches the
conclusion that “the image is constitutive of being human” as expressed in the theological idea
of the human person being made in the image of God, Levinas and Adorno—the latter
specifically through his idea of “the elusive ‘aura’ that radiates from within (and is) our material
being”—bookend this explication, rather than prompting any further exploration of a theological
context.30 This latter is an omission, not least because the idea of image is scripturally and
liturgically rich, and suggests also a compelling model for a philosophical understanding of
bodily experience that bridges the gap between the cerebral and the practiced. Here, theologian
Rowan Williams advances helpful insights on the concept of image in his discussion of the
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artistic and theological practice of Byzantine iconography. In Williams’ reading, icons speak to
early Eastern Christianity’s elaboration of “a theory and practice of pictorial representation
corresponding to its theory and practice of verbal representation.”31 According to this “practical
theology,” the icon is dynamic. Literally, it enacts “bodily realities” through ritualized pattern: as
Williams describes “the bodies are stylized and configured into patterns, often patterns of
violent energy.”32 Even more significantly, this image demands engagement from the viewer,
“[giving] directions, it essays a way of bringing you into a new place and a new perception.”33 In
a conclusion that calls to mind Chua’s thesis, Williams characterizes the possibility of mutual
exchange offered by the icon: “The skill of looking at icons, the discipline of ‘reading’ them, is
indeed the strange skill of letting yourself be seen, be read.”34
Such ideas of dynamism rendered through pattern and mutual reading find theological
synthesis in Williams’ depiction of a God who “is, intrinsically and independently of the
universe, a ‘system’ or pattern of agency and relation (trinity).”35 Significantly, this
characterization evokes the Hebrew name of God YHWH, “I am,” enacted dramatically in God’s
answer to Moses’ questioning “I AM WHO I AM,” and later alluded to in John’s Gospel by Jesus’
many “I am” statements (for example, “Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was, I am”).36
The theological sense of mystery embodied in this simple statement describes limitless
possibility: “I am” names an identity that is profoundly embodied, existing in a constant present
tense. Such use of language links the divine name to the Credo’s invocation of Christ as “born of
the father, before all ages,” another theological mystery in which time operates outside the
bounds of conventional imagination (a concept to be discussed in detail in Chapter Four). The
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embodied language of “I am” in its Hebrew scriptural context frames Williams’ interpretation of
the same phrase invoked by Chua in his analysis of the “image,” that is, the description in
Genesis of man who is made in the “image and likeness of God.”37 In a lecture delivered at the
University of Birmingham entitled “Idols, Images and Icons,” Williams traces the origins of the
Hebrew words for “image” and “likeness.”38 According to Williams, tselem, or “image” has an
original meaning of “shadow.”39 He relates this to an understanding of image (also alluded to by
Chua and Levinas) as representation of absence, an emptiness defined in part by incapacity for
action. By contrast, demuth, or “likeness” and its root word dama (meaning to be like, to
resemble) suggests for Williams the “idea of continuity, of some bridge between sameness and
otherness.”40 He goes on evocatively to compare to a parable the way in which the idea of
likeness functions—a parable being a form of storytelling characterized by a fundamentally
dynamic use of language, demanding exchange between speaker and listener, and in which
language and narrative are asked to operate metaphorically.
The energy and interactive quality of Williams’ icons speaks directly to contemporary
philosophical understandings of bodily experience. In his work on the construction of the
modern self, the philosopher Charles Taylor describes the way in which somatic experience is
woven into the fabric of our sense of self, our “dignity . . . The very way we walk, move, gesture,
speak is shaped from the earliest moments by our awareness that we appear before others, that
we stand in public space, and that this space is potentially one of respect or contempt, of pride
or shame.”41 For Taylor, the multiplicity of perspectives that partly constitutes somatic
experience results in a self that is pure verb: “being a self is . . . being able to find one’s
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standpoint in this space, being able to occupy, to be a perspective in it.”42 But this “being” is
never self-sufficient: as Williams notes, consciousness “is collaborative, it is social, simply in the
sense that to imagine anything, person or object, including my own body, I need to imagine
another person seeing.”43 This idea of exchange and recognition undeniably forms a
fundamental part of Chua’s thesis of the self’s identification by the Other. But the bodily
knowledge implicit in this experience is conceptually translated by Chua in his musical
application so that it is delineated by and confined to what can be seen on the page.
The Mass liturgy (in both Tridentine or post-Vatican II forms) offers a compelling
alternative to the artificial separation between mind and body enacted in Chua’s approach. As
recounted previously, bodies lie at the heart of the liturgy, most significantly in the Eucharist,
with its memory of a crucified body and its theologically and sacramentally understood
transformation of bread and wine into body and blood. Bodily experience is, in the context of the
liturgy, theologically fundamental, both in concept and in practice. Like music, the Mass can be
followed on the page, but it is only realized wholly as lived, real time experience. As in Taylor’s
and Williams’ explications of consciousness, the Mass is in part defined by physical space shared
with others, by the possibility of both structured and implicit exchange—literal communion—
with fellow congregants, with the celebrant. Physical experience is also highlighted in the Mass
liturgy through choreographed physical gesture: kneeling, standing, making the sign of the
cross, bowing the head, eating and drinking, responding vocally. All of these physical gestures
are, in turn, part of a ritualized celebration. The idea of ritual is a potent one for both theological
and musical practice, that will be returned to later in the chapter. At present, it is pertinent to
note that Bruce T. Morrill, Joanna E. Ziegler and Susan T. Rodgers articulate the ways in which
ritual as a form of “practice” offers valuable perspective on the modern propensity for mind-
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body separation: practice as the “habitual, regular doing of an action in order to attain dexterity”
makes the argument that there is “no dichotomy between doing and knowing.”44
While literal bodily experience is a fundamental characteristic of the Mass liturgy, the
theological importance of this perspective is also given rich expression through language. In
their book on Catholic liturgical practice, Morrill, Rodgers and Ziegler describe the language of
the liturgy as “emotionally evocative . . . of sacrificial blood, bodily resurrection, sharing Christ’s
flesh, and tending to the suffering bodies of the afflicted.”45 Language here is both
metaphorically and literally embodied: while the Mass text can be read on a page, in the lived
experience of the liturgy it is spoken aloud. Williams describes the way in which speaking is a
volatile act, the way in which “to be a speaker—somebody generating signs and symbols” is to be
“an agent inviting listening, interpretation, and so on.”46 Spoken liturgical language is a
language that is multi-layered, figuratively embodied, a language engaging with its own
scriptural tradition while also demanding a real-time language of "in the moment"
interpretation. As Williams suggests, this is a language of “symbols” and “signs” that sets in
motion an embodied consciousness: “I live in a world where I don’t simply bump into things,
but where I bump into signs—that is, things that communicate, that trigger further symbolic
communication, that produce further utterance and make a difference at that level.”47 In
Williams’ understanding, to be is a state of vibration, humming between “the material world”
and the “world of language.”48 The idea of the “Word made flesh” speaks directly to this
embodied understanding—not only of theological belief, but also of the way in which liturgical
language operates in dialogue with, and as an expression of, bodily experience.
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Somatic knowledge is not of course exclusive to the theological or philosophical spheres.
Explorations of bodily knowledge in the visual arts offer for this discussion potentially fruitful
perspectives, especially given Chua’s emphasis on sight and the multidisciplinary nature of the
Missa solemnis. Visual art appears to offer a certain challenge to the multi-layered conception of
somatic knowledge at work musically and in the Mass liturgy. At a superficial level, the artistic
object is often literally static, and the interaction between object and audience is defined by the
gaze—and a one-way gaze at that, seemingly dominated by the party able to express their
reaction in conventional speech. In her discussion of the relationship between written word (the
viewer’s emissary) and the object encountered, the writer and critic Marina Warner conceives of
the relationship between viewer and artwork differently and for my purpose here, suggestively.
Warner recalls the ancient Greek concept of ekphrasis, a term referring conventionally to
detailed description of visual art, “the transposition of an image into words.”49 But the word in
its original meaning goes further than this: as Warner explains, it “presumes that a work of art is
active,” that it possesses enargeia (a rhetorical technique of energetic expression) that makes
the object “kinetic in its effects”—a description that recalls Williams’ engagement with Byzantine
icons.50 An example of this enargeia that speaks particularly to Warner is Homer’s multi-stanza
description of Achilles Shield in Book 18 of The Iliad. Here, the god Vulcan crafts a shield for
Achilles on which is captured in gold, bronze and “living silver” an animated, extraordinarily
detailed world.51 According to the Greek understanding, Achilles’ shield lives in Homer’s vivid,
embodied language, an otherwise inanimate object that reads “like an epic film.”52
Such entanglement of language and physical experience is further elucidated in the
photography of the British artist Tacita Dean (so that it might intimate ways of understanding
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experience of the Mass). In an essay on Dean’s work, Warner focuses on the artist’s
preoccupation with human feet: in a photo series called Footage (2011) close up shots of the
stone-bound feet of ancient statues are juxtaposed with the momentarily calmed feet of a child.
There is something startling about this isolation and enforced stasis for such a functional body
part, defined as it is by the possibility it offers for movement. Indeed, Warner explores the ways
in which feet—literally and figuratively—have become crucial to the way we experience the world
around us. As well as being a body part, feet are a measurement of distance, of poetic meter, and
thus of rhythm. There is a rich literature of feet, beginning with an ancient focus on their
possibility: Achilles and his heel, Oedipus and the etymology of his name (swollen foot),
Mercury and his winged feet. This preoccupation is maintained obliquely in the work of
contemporary writers whose narrative is measured out in their own pacing: Teju Cole counting
the New York City blocks as they pass, W.G. Sebald wending his way through the grey lands of
coastal Suffolk.53 The latter’s novel The Rings of Saturn offers in particular an interesting
juxtaposition of the visual with the sheer physicality of language: the narratives contained in the
book are accompanied by photos, apparently illustrating the storyline.54 But the reader’s
assumption vis-a-vis the reliability of the evidence of the photographic image are called into
question when it is revealed that the inserted images are merely random photos found by the
author in second-hand shops, and bearing no relation whatsoever to the reality of the story. In
the wake of this betrayal, the reader grows distrustful of sight, relying instead on the regularity
of the author’s footsteps across the countryside, and their promise of encounter and story. This
tension between sight and a rhythm of the body is highlighted even more emphatically in
Virginia Woolf’s novel To the Lighthouse.55 Lily Briscoe, would-be artist, spends the entire book
attempting in vain to paint what she sees, in particular the elusive lighthouse. Around her, the
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story propels forward in language and body and sound, coloring her vision and making the task
of visual representation impossible. There is a rhythm and energy to Woolf’s prose that is
present visually on the page, but which, significantly, rises around the reader like a kind of
heightened chorus in its register and cadence: “She opened bedroom windows. She shut doors.
(So she tried to start the tune of Mrs Ramsay in her head).”56 At the end of the novel, Lily
Briscoe has “her vision”—she finishes her painting in one emphatic stroke, “a line there, in the
centre.”57 The simple line holds the hard-won realization of the novel: that sight is contingent on
Lily’s lived, communal experience, on the movement that has characterized its language, on
time that has been measured out in its activity. Lily’s “vision” is her hand making its downward
stroke; and it is there too in the title of the book: consciousness, life, understood not as defined
by fixed, visible points of departure and arrival, but in the very flux, in the movement between—
to the lighthouse.
By definition, a somatic approach (as I have outlined it) understands time as measured
by the body—meted out in breath, in footsteps, in heartbeats. As with Lily Briscoe and her
painting, there is a rhythm here, an essential movement, the “mobility” that the philosopher
Henri Bergson understands as “reality.”58 In his anthropomorphic reading of the Cavatina of Op.
130 (referred to above), Chua draws on Maurice Merleau-Ponty to describe a cannibalistic
quality in the body “[taking] possession of time.”59 There is a disjunction here however between
the “respiratory figures” Chua hears in the first violin, and the objective distinction Chua draws
between “the body” and “time.”60 At a basic level, the musical figure—in violin or lungs—
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demands attention because of its rhythmic deviation from an established norm of how time has
been measured. Merleau-Ponty himself articulates this intertwining of body and time: in
developing his theme, he arrives at the more evocative suggestion “I am myself time.”61 The self
here invoked is clearly a modern one—indeed, the musicologist Benedict Taylor identifies this
preoccupation with an “internal, subjective time” as linked to late eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century discourse on selfhood (as discussed in detail in Chapter Two).62 Yet an
etymology can also be traced to ancient thought: in his Confessions, Augustine wrestles with a
conception of time that he understands as necessarily subjective, apprehended in the stages of
life, his life in this instance.63 Augustine advocates for a language that describes the immediacy
of self-mediated time, arguing that “it would be more exact to say: there are three times, present
of things past, a present of things present, a present of things to come.”64 The idea of memory
plays a crucial part in this exegesis: as Taylor outlines, for Augustine, memory is vital in
constituting time, as “time only ‘exists’ in the conscious mind.”65 Thus, Taylor expands, “our
understanding of time is always organized through the search for points of reference and
articulation.”66 Memory, then, is “the essential subjective element in this procedure.”67
Significantly, however, the body is not exiled from this “subjectivity”: Chua and Taylor both
draw on Proust to emphasize the centrality of the body in conjuring the remembered experience.
As Chua describes, “In A la recherche du temps perdu, to remember is not some phantom
operation of the mind. Rather, time lost is retrieved in the 'composite memory of [the body’s]
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ribs, its knees, its shoulder blades; it is in 'the position of various limbs' that the forgotten spaces
and objects of 'far-distant days' are re-coordinated for Proust."68
Memory is also crucial to theological understandings of time, whether they are Jewish or
Christian. The biblical scholar Xavier Léon-Dufour articulates for the Christian tradition a three
part division of time that draws on Jewish tradition: before the conclusion of the covenant in
Jesus; the period between this and the second coming of the Messiah, which signals the end of
“earthly time”; and the “heavenly” time of God’s reign.69 While this understanding appears
superficially linear within its narrative parameters, the theologian Bruce Morrill draws attention
to the idiosyncratic character of the middle period. In language that evokes Adorno’s reading of
the Missa solemnis as defined by the absence of Beethoven’s subject (discussed in Chapter One),
Morrill defines this period as “the time of the church, the intermediate time of anamnesis and
sacrament established . . . ‘in the space that is opened up yet left empty by the Master’s
departure.’”70 In Morrill’s reading, however, Jesus’ absence is redefined as “a new form of
presence” realized in the Mass Eucharist.71 As the activity inherent in the word anamnesis
implies—with its Greek root mimneskesthai meaning to cause to remember—the theology of the
Eucharist offers a radical understanding of memory that moves beyond recalling to
embodiment. The actions and words of the Last Supper are remembered, but are also
understood to live again, in the same way that Jesus is liturgically understood to be present in
the shared eucharistic gifts. As Morrill articulates, “For the duration of this intermediate period
the celebration of the Eucharist constitutes a ‘dynamic’ remembrance of Jesus which gives
forward thrust to the Church by renewing its contact with its Lord.”72
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It seems paradoxical to speak of forward momentum enabled by a process of repetition,
the latter a foundational element of the ritualized Eucharistic liturgy. Yet the concept of
repetition is fundamental to our ability to measure anything, to construct the world around us.
Benedict Taylor outlines the way in which repetition becomes “the objective basis for the process
of spatialization,” a process which in turn is vital “for creating the illusion of substance” and
form.73 The relevance to music written after 1750—conventionally understood as marking the
beginning of the classical stylistic period—is clear: as Taylor articulates, repetition is “the most
fundamental construction principle of musical form.”74 Musically, repetition can operate in a
number of ways: very simply, for example, in the repetition of musical events (in order to
identify a sonata form’s recapitulation as a recapitulation, we must be able to recognize
characteristics of the exposition set slightly differently). But repetition is located also in the way
that music enlists memory to identify larger scale historical repetitions (for example, in order to
recognize a piece of music as a symphony, we must be able to identify certain characteristics that
rely in part on our memory of previous pieces that were labelled symphony). Furthermore,
repetition appears to be the defining characteristic of the "museum culture" that has largely
characterized classical music performance and scholarship post-1850. J. Burkholder sets out the
rules of this concert space that privileges the music of an established canon: “Once the concert
hall became a museum, the only works appropriate to be performed there were museum
pieces—either pieces that were already old and revered or pieces which served exactly the same
function, as musical works of lasting value which proclaimed a distinctive musical personality,
which rewarded study, and which became loved as they became familiar.” 75 [Italics original.]
Repetition is key to the construction of formal and informal musical narratives, and the
narrative concept inevitably implies a certain linearity. Yet the very idea of establishing a
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sequence of events necessitates privileging certain perspectives to the exclusion of others.
Emphasizing narrative musical readings has led to analysis that prioritizes the score (as
demonstrated earlier in this chapter by Chua). In such readings there is an apparent reliability,
analytical interpretative license aside, to what is inked into the page, a sense of the written work
being contained in its written form and within historical narrative. The same reliability cannot
be extended to performance or listening, activities defined by their subjectivity. Yet for an art
form that is ultimately realized in performance—with all the multi-dimensional perspectives
that performing space implies—it seems strange that these audience and performing
perspectives should not play a more prominent part in analysis. To begin with, acknowledging
performer and audience immediately changes the kinds of temporal experience in discussion—
at the very least, it demands a recognition of music’s temporality, the way in which it
“instantiates time.”76 The musicologist Nicholas Cook argues that this performance context asks
us to consider scores as “theatrical scripts” that understand music as “collaborative action.”77
For Cook, this idea has temporal repercussions: it conceptualizes music as “real-time activity
through which meanings emerge that are not already deposited in the score.”78 Within the
context of this understanding, the roles of audience and performer are clearly different, and this
difference promises the possibility of distinctive relationships to time as it is musically
embodied. For example, John Butt compares the listener to the fiction reader in the way the
listener exercises “consciousness over time” in their identification of musical repetition and
construction of musical narrative.79 By contrast, in her study of Boccherini’s music for solo cello,
Elisabeth Le Guin pursues a “carnal musicology” that facilitates a specific performer-composer
bond through bodily knowledge.80 Le Guin speaks of a performer’s sense of intimate insight into
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the physical experience of the composer, a “process of identification” that bridges centuries,
arguing that this “relationship can and should be a primary source of knowledge about a
performed work of art.”81 Despite the subjectivity of such perspectives, it remains striking that,
at a basic level, both audience and performer roles highlight bodily experience. Moreover, both
rely on the physical presence of the other to confirm their own identities.
The “instantiat[ed] time” introduced by a consideration of performing and listening
perspectives seems profoundly incompatible with ideas of grand linear musical narrative, or
indeed historical time.82 Even musicologists such as Daniel Chua (who acknowledges briefly in
his work the possibility of including performing perspectives) draw a clear boundary between
"philosophical time" and "performance time"—the latter is rendered something "other," partly
through its absence from serious discussion. The omission of this instantiated perspective from
scholarly consideration evokes Adorno’s critique of the Missa solemnis as formally and
stylistically “fragmented.”83 Hence, in considering the idea of the instant as rendered musically
and theologically in the Missa solemnis, I suggest that the language and understandings of
liturgical ritual as referred to throughout this chapter might offer helpful insight. It has become
a commonplace to note that the revering of composers such as Beethoven—complete with
ritualized behavioral practices—has replaced traditional religious belief in some quarters as
Western societies have become more secular (with Beethoven as “paradigmatic oracle,” as
Bonds writes).84 Beyond this simplistic transposition, however, there are interesting
commonalities between theological and musical traditions, particularly concerning ritualized
practice. The word "ritual" can appear ideologically opposed to the idea of “instantiated time,”
defined as it is by large-scale form and a singular relationship with repetition and historical
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time.85 Ritual seems manifestly alien to perspectives offered by the performer and listener—how
the placement of a finger on a string on a particular day, the shifting of arm weight, might result
in a sound suspended, living for a second in a specific space, gleaned by a particular ear. The
anthropologist Victor Turner conceives of ritual differently, however. As Morrill, Ziegler and
Rodgers describe, in Turner’s view, ritual is a dynamic process that evokes the interactive
possibilities of Williams’ icons: “Ritual lived, people acted and enacted it, and it changed them.
Ritual was society’s way to respond to and manifest tension, ambiguity and change.”86 Turner’s
characterization of ritual speaks eloquently to the specific understanding of memory and the
multi-dimensional present embodied in the Mass liturgy: as Williams articulates, “time” as
experienced in the repetition of religious practice is “neither simply cyclical nor simply linear. It
moves, you change; at the same time there is something to which you return, to rediscover and
enlarge the understanding acquired in the passage of time.”87 Turner’s work also evokes
scholarly thought concerning performance as ritual: as Joanna E. Ziegler describes, in his work
on performance, historian Johan Huizinga identified the importance of the “presentness of
ritual experience.”88 For Huizinga (as Ziegler further articulates), this “presentness” was in part
constituted by a past that acted as a “presence,” interacting dynamically with the form of
“persons and bodies” of performers and audience.89
Huizinga’s and Turner’s understanding of ritual as a fluid space of multi-layered
temporalities and experiences speaks to the dynamic areas of possible meaning that are created
in the Missa solemnis by the intricate interactions of text, music and ideas. In considering the
parallels between music and theology as ritual, this chapter has sought to characterize
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vernaculars of bodily experience and knowledge present in musical and liturgical forms. It has
also discussed ways in which attention to such specific knowledge might shape a different kind
of listening and an expanded range of audible meaning. The final chapter will continue the
discussion of time and its relation to the body that this chapter has initiated, conducting a
detailed analysis of the musically created spaces in which the self might be located in the Missa
solemnis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Spaces of the Self

Daniel Chua’s exploration of late Beethoven speaks of a body that can be heard fleetingly,
as it gasps through the Cavatina of Op. 130.1 In contrast, the Missa solemnis is a work taken up
by bodies, peopled by theological, philosophical, and musical expressions of what it is to be
human. In the previous chapter, I discussed these ideas within a framework of bodily knowledge
and its historical and ongoing importance for a variety of critical and artistic disciplines. This
chapter will continue the search for the body within the Missa solemnis. I will examine the
temporal spaces created in the work, and the ways in which musical time is in dialogue with
theological concepts. In doing so, I build a vision of the three-dimensional, intricate self that
inhabits the work—a self that reflects the fluid, paradoxical, interconnected character that
defines the Missa as music and in its liturgical character.
In the Missa solemnis, Beethoven explores theological and philosophical relationships
with time in musically imaginative ways. As discussed previously, the Mass text negotiates time
in part through symbols—images and words laden with meaning, that create great arcs across
extensive periods of linear time in their reference to past understandings. As Marina Warner
notes, Paul Valéry spoke to this idiosyncratic relationship with time in his description of the
symbol as “something of a time machine. It’s an inconceivable compression of the time taken by
operations of the spirit.”2 One of the most interesting ways in which Beethoven’s Missa
understands time is in the way it interprets the possibility inherent in the textual symbol.

1
2

Chua, “Someone: Andante Molto Cantabile Ed Espressivo,” 221.
Warner, Forms of Enchantment, 12.
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Instead of compressing the symbol’s potential meanings, the Missa dwells in the fluidity
inherent to that space of exchange. It is as if, rather than simply observing Valéry’s time
machine (as the end result of this “inconceivable compression”), we are living in its very
motion.3 This sense of fluidity and possibility is achieved in the Missa in multiple instances of
musical parenthesis, moments in which established meter and other modes of measurement are
temporarily suspended and the music lingers, becoming something other. This parenthetical
time is embodied in the Missa score in different ways. The first of these is realized very basically
through rhythmic manipulation, often via suspensions and their resulting syncopations. For
example, in m. 127 of the Kyrie (see Ex. 4.1), the forward movement of the 3/2 B section meter is
interrupted in a vocal chorus suspension of the “lei” in “eleison” (have mercy). Stretched out
over an entire measure in rhythmic unison with extremely minimal accompaniment, the aural
effect is of time suspended, of metrical markers suddenly missing.

Ex. 4.1: Missa solemnis, Kyrie mm. 123-128 (vocal score)
3

Warner, Forms of Enchantment, 12. See also: Bourdeyne and Morrill, Sacraments - Engaging
the Fundamental Theology of Louis-Marie Chauvet, xix. Thus Morrill, reflecting on Chauvet’s
account of the symbolic order, writes of language as the womb of our subjectivity, society the
“space” wherein people “dynamically engage the symbols already present as cultural tradition in
ever- original acts of meaning, such that the subject, language, and culture are contemporaneous.”
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Suspensions also often play an eloquent role between sections. Some of the most
suggestive of these moments occur when a bass pitch is prolonged at the end of one section and
is recontextualized harmonically, dynamically, or rhythmically as a new section begins. For
example, the Präludium of the Benedictus (discussed in further detail later in the chapter)
emerges from the sustained D natural in the bass (Sanctus, mm.77-78), which fades from a
healthy forte to an intimate piano to welcome the new liturgical atmosphere. In a similar—
though dramatically opposite—way, the darkness that I hear in the held bass G natural that
sustains the despair of the preceding text “et sepultus est” (and was buried) in the Crucifixus of
the Credo (Credo, m. 187, see Ex. 4.2), is explosively reframed dynamically, harmonically, and
textually in the opened, triumphant possibility of the word “Et” on a unison G natural as the
new Allegro section begins.4

Ex. 4.2: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 184-189 (vocal score)

Parenthetical time is also created in the Missa solemnis through stylistic and formal
means. Beethoven’s use of the “Recitativo: colla voce” marking in the Agnus Dei (see m.174) is

4

The G natural that I reference occurs in the instrumental bass part. This part is omitted from the vocal
score used in Ex. 4.2.
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one clear example. Here, each of the solo voices steps out of the common time allegro assai
metric character in turn, given four cadenza measures in which to inflect as they wish their
imploring text (“Agnus dei, qui tollis pecata mundi”/ Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of
the world), supported by flexible tremolo and trilled accompaniment, before a brief return to a
measure of “a tempo” (see for example m. 178). Recitativo is a notably operatic musical gesture
of flexibility, which, at a surface level, is stylistically at odds with other musical elements of the
Missa (one of Adorno’s key criticisms).
The pointed evocation of chant—Adorno-maligned “Gregorian influences”—is another
stylistic means by which time is suspended in the Missa solemnis.5 Chant-like monophonic
textures appear at theologically suggestive moments throughout the Missa, with Beethoven’s use
of chant within the work being highly varied, ranging from hinting at chant through the use of
isolated chant characteristics (for example single pitch, speech-like rhythms, male voices), to
more overt invocation of chant (for example, pitch and rhythmic unison from the chorus with
minimal accompaniment). The presence of the chant idiom in the Missa solemnis can be
understood as Beethoven’s engagement with historical liturgical music tradition: it is certainly a
nod to the counter-reformation enthusiasm for Palestrina of Beethoven’s cultural moment
(previously discussed in Chapters One and Two), as well as a clearly recognizable religious
musical genre. In this way, Beethoven’s use of chant creates temporal spaces both literally
within the framework of the score and in a larger historical framework. Within the Missa
however, chant also establishes a contemporary dialogue specific to Beethoven’s socio-cultural
context. As I shall demonstrate, there is a pattern that emerges in Beethoven’s use of chant
elements in which they interact with text and theological ideas in interpretatively suggestive
ways.

5
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The presence—or pattern—of chant in the Missa solemnis can be understood as
operating on a sliding scale of chant characteristics. Some of the clearest chant invocations occur
in the Credo, where Beethoven establishes the characteristic details that define his distinctive
use of chant. For example, at mm. 141-142 (see Ex. 4.3), the chorus speaks in a hushed
pianissimo of the miracle “et incarnatus est de spiritu sancto ex Maria virgine” (and was made
flesh by the Holy Spirit from the Virgin Mary), the four voice types in pitch and rhythmic
unison. In addition, their shared rhythm suddenly changes from a previously contemplative
adagio common-time meter, to more speech-like patterns, giving an unmetered effect. To
facilitate the clarity of the text even further, the orchestral texture thins and stills to almost static
strings and woodwind. Not every example of chant in the Missa solemnis is as overtly
characterized. But the individual characteristics described in this example—single pitch,
rhythmic unison, speech-like rhythms, a soft dynamic, thinned orchestral texture—are utilized
by Beethoven in different combinations and contexts, and are helpful to the listener in
identifying chant references.

Ex. 4.3: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 141-142 (vocal score)
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According to these musical criteria of pitch, rhythm and texture, Beethoven references
chant predominantly in the middle three movements of the Missa solemnis—the Kyrie and the
Agnus Dei (the two outer movements) are notable for their lack of allusion to the idiom, and the
significance of this will be discussed in detail below. In the Gloria, chant elements are used in a
limited way, and have a seemingly conventional, historically referential relationship with the
text. The first example of chant allusion occurs at mm. 261-263 (Ex. 4.4): here, the chorus utters
the line “suscipe deprecationem nostram” (receive our prayer). The dynamic drops to
pianissimo, and the chorus sings in rhythmic unison, their rhythm within a duple larghetto
meter suddenly increased and speechlike, giving a slightly unmetered effect. The orchestral
texture is thinned to pianissimo strings and isolated woodwind. The chorus is still operating
within a four-part harmonic texture, however, and within a limited range (rather than single
pitch).

Ex. 4.4: Missa solemnis, Gloria, mm. 260-263 (vocal score)

In the Credo, by contrast, the relationship between chant characteristics and text is more
nuanced, as is the contrast of chant elements with the related (but markedly different) chorale
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idiom. One such example begins in m. 43 of the Credo (Ex. 4.5), where a rhythmic unison
texture is hinted at for the first time in the chorus with the textual introduction of Jesus: “Credo
in unum Dominum Jesum Christum, Filium Dei unigenitum” (I believe in one Lord Jesus
Christ, the only-begotten Son of God). The fortissimo dynamic, together with the full orchestral
accompaniment—industrious string sixteenths and fanfare-like wind and brass, crescendoing in
emphatic sforzandi punctuations, (for example mm. 51-54)—results in a more chorale-like
effect.

Ex. 4.5: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 41-46 (vocal score)

This texture is suddenly interrupted, however, in m. 56. Here, the temporal description “ante
omnia saecula” (before all ages) derived from the statement “et ex Patre natum ante omnia
saecula” (born of the Father before all ages) is rendered suggestively in a pianissimo dynamic
(see Ex. 4.6), the chorus suddenly chant-like in the entry of each voice and the relatively limited
pitch range, and the orchestral accompaniment thinned to static strings.
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Ex. 4.6: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 58-60 (vocal score)

In the wider context of the movement, bookended by two fortissimo, texturally busy
statements—see the explosive return to the previous triumphant texture at m. 61—these five
measures of "chant" operate like a brief window into another world, both in their reference to
an older musical sound and in the way that they insist on a temporal stillness within the
rhythmic meter. Measured time expands in a stretching of note values and the staggered entry
of voices prolonging the text. There is an embodiment at work here, Beethoven attempting to
evoke sonically, with the earliest kind of sound he knew, the idea of a time older than the
imagination can muster. Furthermore, in using these textures in a modern Mass setting,
Beethoven is enacting the theological idea of memory (discussed in Chapter Three)—memory
as something embodied, a past living and interacting with a present.
At a literary level, the liturgical text with which chant is associated in the Gloria and the
Credo assists in thematically characterising the musical idiom in the Missa. Thus, Beethoven
uses chant to invoke prayer (Gloria mm. 261-262), time (Credo mm. 56-59), and the divine
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becoming human (Credo mm. 141-143). In these examples, sonic evocation of chant is highly
text specific, suggesting an allusive relationship between music and text. Contrastingly, in the
Sanctus, Beethoven’s use of chant evolves into a stylistic idiom that operates at a level beyond
the merely textual. In this movement, chant becomes a key element that enables the musical
transformation of the violin which embodies the theological transformation occurring
simultaneously in the liturgy (bread and wine becoming body and blood, according to the
theology of the Mass described in detail in Chapter 2). The first allusion to chant is heard just
before the movement launches into the allegro of the “Pleni sunt coeli” (m. 34). In the preceding
five measures (Sanctus mm. 29-33, see Ex. 4.7), the chorus sings in rhythmic unison (though
still in four part harmony), its rhythms suddenly shorter, at the service of the text, and in a
pianissimo dynamic with dramatically reduced orchestral accompaniment.

Ex. 4.7: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 31-33 (vocal score)

Unlike in the Credo, here the reference to chant is not particularly suggestive of the text it utters
(“Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth”/ Holy Lord God of Hosts). Rather, its significance derives
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from the formal musical role it enacts: it signals a moment of transformation, a liminal moment
between the devotional Adagio that begins the movement and the impending jubilant allegro of
“Pleni sunt coeli et terra gloria tua, osanna in excelsis” (The heavens and earth are full of your
glory, hosanna in the highest). The language of chant in this context is a language of
timelessness, the putting into practice of a vernacular that can bring a past into an immediate
present in a way that can be transformational. This idea can also be heard in the way in which
Beethoven uses chant to aid in the astonishing transformation of the violin at the very beginning
of the Benedictus. As the solo violin and woodwinds emerge from the aural haziness of the
Präludium and begin their downwards descent, the bass voices of the chorus intone “Benedictus
qui venit in nomine domini” (Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord) in mm. 114-117
on a repeated D natural (Ex. 4.8), varying momentarily to an E natural for “domini.”

Ex. 4.8: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 111-117 (vocal score)
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The monotone pitch, together with the pointed use of the bass voices, makes clear sonic
reference to Gregorian chant tradition. Overlapping with the emerging voice of the solo violin,
Beethoven’s use of the chant idiom at this moment is a compelling musical evocation of timehonored communal worship. It is also a theological statement, recalling Morrill’s
characterization of the Eucharistic liturgy (see Chapter Three) as a space of “anamnesis,” that is,
an embodied present in which the past lives.6 As in Morrill’s understanding of the Eucharist,
temporal parenthesis is created in the Benedictus with a juxtaposition of ancient and new
sounds, defining a space where a linear sense of time is rendered meaningless.
Beethoven’s juxtaposition of old and new sounds is continued in the Benedictus,
becoming an important key to understanding the theological implications of the musical
relationship between human voices and the solo violin in the movement. It is significant that the
first entry of the chorus (m. 156, see Ex. 4.9) after the initial Gregorian chant of the chorus
basses is distinctly chant-like: while they sing in four-part harmony, each voice in the chorus
remains on a single pitch for four measures, in rhythmic unison, with quick, speech-like
rhythms. Throughout the Benedictus, the chorus’s contributions are largely characterized by
these distinctive chant-like details.

Ex. 4.9: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 156-158 (vocal score)

6
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By contrast, the solo vocal quartet is musically differentiated. Instead of joining the chorus in
chant references, the quartet mimics the solo violin in its more independent musical style. This
contributes to the sense of the solo violin as a musical identity that is truly other, neither a
human voice nor what the listener has come to expect of a string instrument in the context of the
Missa. While the solo violin interacts with the vocal quartet throughout the movement, it is
significant that the solo quartet’s last statement in the Benedictus includes a chant reference: at
mm. 211-212 (Ex. 4.10), the quartet suddenly sings briefly in rhythmic and (almost) pitch unison,
thematically joining the chorus’s established musical language. In this way, the vocal quartet
relinquishes any claim upon the voice of the solo violin, which is allowed to finish the movement
singing alone (with the chorus’s intoned accompaniment).

Ex. 4.10: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 210-212
(solo violin/upper strings/chorus)
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A quality of intimacy characterizes many of the chant references discussed thus far in the
middle three movements of the Missa solemnis. Beethoven’s manipulation of rhythm to create
parenthetical musical space in which chant is heard does much to achieve a sense of interiority
(as can be seen in previous examples). In addition, a perception of intimacy is created by the
specific dynamic range that characterizes Beethoven’s use of chant. Most of the chant references
in the Missa operate within a piano or pianissimo dynamic range, accompanied by dramatically
thinned orchestral textures (see the subito dynamic setting of “ante omnia saecula”/before all
ages, Credo mm. 56-59, for a case in point). On the one hand, such textual manipulation is
logistically realistic: the origins of chant as an a cappella genre are clearly no match for the
dynamic power of orchestra and chorus. Thematically, however, the association of chant with a
quality of interiority appears somewhat counter-intuitive to conventional sonic associations of
that music with institutional religious tradition. This relationship appears even more
paradoxical when the listener considers the way in which Beethoven involves chant at many of
the theologically transformative moments of the Mass liturgy—and thus paradoxically many
moments in which a subjective identity is invoked. A key example of this is the violin’s
transformation in the Benedictus (to be discussed in detail below): here, the musical (and
theological) transformation is accompanied by the chorus tenors’ Gregorian chant (Sanctus, m.
114). A similar link between chant and a subjective self occurs at the Incarnatus of the Credo,
where the textual reference to transformation is voiced by the chant-like chorus tenors (Credo,
m. 125, see Ex. 4.11).
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Ex. 4.11: Missa solemnis, Credo mm. 124-129 (vocal score)

Beethoven’s invocation of a sonic interiority can be understood as engaging with his
contemporary present. In his recent insightful study of listening as autobiography, Mark Evan
Bonds describes the way in which Beethoven ushers in a nineteenth-century era that
understands music as self-expressive and illustrative (to varying degrees) of the composer’s life
experience. In particular, Bonds outlines the technical methods of “nearness and distance” by
which Beethoven draws “attention to his presence in his music.”7 For Bonds, a sonic perception
of “nearness” is primarily created in the composer’s instrumental music through the use of
fantasia. Along with the fantasia’s numerous freeing characteristics (“free trajectory of ideas,
fragmentary musical ideas, rhythmic and tempo freedom, unconventional harmonies and
modulations”), Bonds refers to the physical context in which fantasias were often performed in
the early nineteenth century—namely, on a clavichord in a small space, often in a domestic

7
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interior.8 Given the characteristics of this performance setting, the fantasia as a genre delineated
a specific relationship between sound and the physicality of the performer. As Bonds describes,
amid the free improvisation of the form, “listeners were compelled to attend not only to the
sound but also to the very body of the individual from whom the music emanated.”9 The
majority of Beethoven’s late works (solo sonatas and chamber music) speak directly to this
physical dynamic of bodies in small spaces invoking a subjective identity, in ways that the Missa
solemnis evidently does not. In addition, in its historical and formal identity, the chant idiom
does not seem a natural candidate for nineteenth-century self-expression. But Beethoven’s
musical association of chant with a certain interiority within the Missa solemnis speaks once
again to the subtleties of the interaction between music and theology in the work. Indeed, chant
as a paradoxically intimate, freeing space could be understood as reflecting the large scale
paradoxes that typify liturgical theology, and in keeping with the musical and theological
suggestion throughout the work of conventional restrictive identities being subverted (for
example, the transformation in the Benedictus of the violin as orchestral instrument to solo
voice).
In contrast to the middle three movements of the Missa solemnis, the opening Kyrie and
the concluding Agnus Dei are notable for their lack of chant reference. This detail may appear
counterintuitive, given the aural association of chant with an interior in the Missa. It also seems
at odds with the formal literary structure of the movements’ Mass texts: the Kyrie and the Agnus
Dei are thematically and formally linked within the Mass liturgy in their identities as prayers for
mercy and peace (in contrast to the Credo as statement of faith and the Gloria and Sanctus as
hymns of praise and blessing). In their direct addresses to God, the two movements

8
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speak with a collective us. Musically, Beethoven highlights the commonalities between the two
movements in his juxtaposition of solo and chorus voices. The Kyrie begins with the chorus’s
“Kyrie!” (Lord!) at m. 21; this is answered immediately in the solo tenor at m. 23 (see Ex. 4.12),
setting in motion, in the character of a litany, a call-and-response pattern that continues over
sixteen measures (mm. 21-36).

Ex. 4.12: Missa solemnis, Kyrie mm. 21-27 (vocal score)

Retrospectively, the choice of solo tenor appears significant: while Beethoven makes use of each
voice type in solo writing throughout the Missa, it is the tenor (in both solo and chorus solo
forms) that is used most often, notably at moments in the Mass text that refer to Christ. For
example, the chorus tenors emerge in a clear chant invocation to intone the Incarnatus in the
Credo at m. 125: “Et incarnatus est de spiritu sancto ex Maria Virgine” (And was made flesh by
the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary). Similarly, the solo tenor states “et homo factus est'' (and
became man) at m. 143 of the Credo, while the chorus tenors have two measures of a cappella
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jubilation at “Et resurrexit” (and rose again, m. 188). In light of the Kyrie’s musical
characteristics, the solo bass voice that initiates the Agnus Dei (m. 5, Ex. 4.13) can be heard as
an evolution of the solo tenor that began the Missa—a deepening of vocal register that
dramatizes the narrative outline of the Mass and speaks to the textual content of the Agnus Dei.

Ex. 4.13: Missa solemnis, Agnus Dei mm. 1-6 (vocal score)

In addition, the solo bass begins a similar call-and-response dynamic, this time answered by a
chorus of bass and tenor voices (m. 14, Ex. 4.14). While the lower register of the chorus may hint
at a chant idiom, the musical effect of the four-part harmony and dialogue with the solo bass,
together with the comparatively fuller and more dynamic orchestral texture, suggests rather an
operatic or theatrical relationship—like that of a shadowy Greek chorus presiding over the
personal onstage tragedy of a key character.

Ex. 4.14: Missa solemnis, Agnus Dei mm. 13-17 (vocal score)
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The dialogic quality of the call-and-response of solo and chorus voices in the Kyrie and
the Agnus Dei speaks to the thematic contrast of “inner” and “outer” outlined in the Dona nobis
pacem’s pleading manuscript addendum “Bitte um inner und äußern Frieden'' (plea for inner
and outer peace). Such textural clarity belies, however, the density of musical and theological
exploration of this dichotomy. Within Missa solemnis scholarship, Beethoven’s subtitle to the
Dona nobis pacem has informed the de-Catholicizing purpose described in Chapter One: many
scholars—not least Adorno—interpret this composerly addition as evidence of Beethoven’s
humanist, Enlightenment credentials. The acknowledgment of an inner life is read as an
implicit admonishment of the focus on the communal, outer life of institutional religion. As I
argue in Chapter One, however, it is more historically fruitful to understand Beethoven’s textual
addition to the Dona nobis pacem as interacting with the theological and social discourse that
was occurring around him. Here, theologian Johann Michael Sailer’s championing of the
integration of certain Enlightenment ideals with religious tradition is relevant, with its specific
focus on a personal inner life as part of contemporary faith practice. Additionally, dialogue
between inner and outer is intrinsically at work in the Mass liturgy in myriad ways. For
example, the theological concept of the Trinity, embedded as it is in the Mass, may be
understood as an embodied paradox in which inner and outer, subjective and objective, in turn
open on to a multi-dimensional, three-way dialogue and unity. This dialogical thrust is also
present textually in the Mass: the Credo, for example, employs the first-person singular "I,"
rather than "we," in a statement uttered aloud by individuals in congregation with others—
speaking the inner belief into outer, a representation of the paradox inherent in the chant
idiom, in which many voices sing in unison. It is also physically represented in the figure of the
individual priest and the massed congregation. In all of these representations of inner and
outer, complexity is evidently crucial: theologically and musically, the Missa solemnis explores
spaces in which both personal and collective realities are possible, and indeed such delineation
become blurred.
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The exploration of inner and outer continues in the Agnus Dei beyond the movement’s
initial reference to the Kyrie’s call and response. In the Dona nobis pacem, the more hopeful
prayer “grant us peace” (set in a sunnier D major) is punctuated by moments of a cappella
writing. The first occurs in mm. 123-126 (Ex. 4.15), when the phrase ends with the reiterated
plea “dona nobis pacem” (grant us peace) in the chorus, suddenly bereft of orchestral
accompaniment. With its chorus setting, the four measures hint at a chorale, and the sudden
stylistic change acts aurally as a kind of temporal suspension, a moment of musical parenthesis.

Ex. 4.15: Missa solemnis, Agnus Dei mm. 123-126 (vocal score)

The directly contrasting moment occurs later at mm. 212-215 (Ex. 4.16). Here, the same text
(“dona nobis pacem”), with the same dynamic markings and lack of orchestral accompaniment,
is given to the solo vocal quartet. This orchestration decision has an effect markedly different
from its first iteration: the solo voices lend a vulnerability to the words, suggesting the prayer
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made individually. Musically, the solo voices also hint at the flexibility and comparative
temporal freedom of the chant idiom rather than the chorale effect of the chorus’s version. In
this way, the two settings of the same text fragment act at once as counterstatements to one
another—the chorus as an outer expression, the solo vocal quartet as an inner characterization.
They also share a quality of paradox: in the way that they step out of the surrounding full
orchestral texture and established metric patterns, both moments create a suggestion of
vulnerability, a sudden glimpse of an inner life.

Ex. 4.16: Missa solemnis, Agnus Dei mm. 212-215 (vocal score)

Complexity is explored structurally as well as texturally in the Agnus Dei. The opening
phrase of the movement, introduced by the bassoon (mm. 3-6, Ex. 4.17) and then repeated in the
solo bass voice (mm. 5-8, Ex. 4.18) setting the text’s first address “Agnus Dei” (Lamb of God),
becomes a recognizable theme.
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Ex. 4.17: Missa solemnis, Agnus Dei mm. 101-106 (instrumental theme)

Ex. 4.18: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 1-8 (solo bass voice theme)

The short phrase is distinctive: the dramatically elongated first vowel of “Agnus” (a whole
measure, for example m. 5, Ex. 4.18) works onomatopoeically as a burdened groan, and the
proceeding brief rise in contour (mm. 6-7) suggests a fleeting hope that is ultimately quashed by
the octave leap that sees the fragment end below the opening pitch (m. 8). The emotional
communication of the solo voice is facilitated by the specific orchestral dynamic markings that
precede it. Throughout the Missa solemnis, Beethoven uses dynamic indications sparingly and
specifically; therefore, the rising and falling hairpins that characterize the bassoons and horns in
the opening measures of the Agnus Dei (mm. 1-3) are notable. Indeed, the recognizable contours
of the theme that emerge in the bassoon in m. 4 can be understood as a kind of emotional sonic
overflow from the rising and ebbing of the crescendo-diminuendo in the first three measures.
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Beethoven’s hairpin marking goes on to characterize expression throughout the movement: in
the somber B minor Agnus Dei statements, the dynamic marking appears exclusively in
accompanying orchestral textures (see for example mm. 14-16, Ex. 4.19) and in the echoing
chorus responses to the solo voice which generally mirror simultaneous orchestral dynamics
(also to be seen in mm. 14-16).

Ex. 4.19: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 9-16 (voices and strings)

By contrast, in the more hopeful D major Dona nobis pacem, the same crescendo-decrescendo
hairpin is used four times to markedly different purposes. In three of those examples, the
hairpin gives expression to the closing theme of the Dona Nobis, a four-measure phrase that
reiterates the text “dona nobis pacem” (grant us peace). Notably, the musical contour (falling
and rising) identifies the phrase as the inverted contour of the Agnus Dei’s theme; in addition, in
its first two iterations, the Dona nobis theme is sung a cappella, first by the chorus (mm. 123126, Ex. 4.20) and then by the solo vocal quartet (mm. 212-215).
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Ex. 4.20: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 123-126 (vocal score)

The use of the expressive hairpin in these vocal settings creates another inverse reflection of the
Agnus Dei’s use of the dynamic hairpin (where, as discussed, it is found principally in the
accompanying orchestral parts). The final iteration of the Dona nobis pacem closing theme,
complete with expressive hairpin, occurs in mm. 402-405 of the Agnus Dei (Ex. 4.21). Here, the
chorus is joined by the orchestra in identical contour and dynamic expression, an eloquent
statement of quiet unity.
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Ex. 4.21: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 400-406 (vocal score)

Peace is invoked here in direct contrast to the much-discussed warlike character created
by Beethoven’s use of timpani and trumpets at key intervals during the Agnus Dei (for example,
mm. 164-190). To take one such commentary: Kirkendale understands this instrumentation as
in part speaking to Beethoven’s socio-historical context, indeed to his personal experience: in
1809, Napoleon’s troops laid siege to Vienna, and as Kirkendale describes, Beethoven spent a
terrified night in a family cellar.10 Kirkendale additionally links the Agnus Dei’s “battaglia”
episodes to Viennese Mass tradition (Haydn’s Missa in tempore belli is invoked) while noting
the ways in which the Missa outstrips traditional expectations of such instrumentation in the
Agnus Dei.11 Ultimately for Kirkendale, the timpani and trumpets characterize outer disturbance,
while the labyrinthine instrumental fugue that occurs later in the movement (m. 266) represent
a “disturbance of the inner peace.”12 While Kirkendale’s interpretation is certainly tidy, different
meanings can be derived from the Agnus Dei scoring, in particular from
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the relationship between the timpani and musical time. The first appearance of the timpani
occurs at m. 164 (Ex. 4.22), its mallet dropping into a sudden orchestral silence. Following hard
on the heels of the previously full chorus/orchestral texture, the percussive sound is at first
disorienting in its otherness. Indeed, for three (almost four) measures, an audible meter is
absent, the sparsely written timpani being the only perceptible sound.

Ex. 4.22: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 160-167 (wind/brass/timpani)

The menace promised in this sudden aural black hole is delivered with the anguished recitativo
outbursts from the solo voices, interspersed with threatening trumpet calls (for example, mm.
174-179). But the final, unexpected reappearance of the timpani at the end of the movement
gives the listener an opportunity to examine the percussive sound in a different light. This
occurs at m. 406 (Ex. 4.23), directly following the last expressive iteration of the Dona nobis
pacem theme (mm. 402-405, discussed above). Here, once again, the timpani’s mallet sounds
amid sudden orchestral silence. This time, the timpani is marked piano, and there is a sense of
the sound occupying meter differently, opening to a quick, fleetingly fluid space in these closing
measures of the Missa. The timpani’s rhythms act as a bodily prompt: there is something
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visceral, elemental about the multi-layered sound of the Agnus Dei being reduced to a lone
rhythm, a mnemonic for the heartbeat that underscores all other realities.

Ex. 4.23: Missa solemnis, Agnus dei mm. 401-409 (wind/brass/timpani)

As I have illustrated, Beethoven’s exegesis in the Agnus Dei of inner-outer identities can
be understood in a large-scale formal sense as a response to the dynamic thematic and musical
relationships introduced in the Kyrie. More locally, the Agnus Dei can also be heard as directly
impacted by the transfiguration of the solo violin that occurs in the Benedictus, and the
theological and musical ways in which this transformation challenges established identities and
ideas of subjectivity. The possibility of the inner life explored throughout the Missa solemnis is
fundamental to one of the most compelling moments of interaction between music, text, and
liturgical experience in the work. The Benedictus (part of the Sanctus) is introduced by a
Präludium (Ex. 4.24), which acts as a kind of formalized parenthetical statement in its temporal
manipulation. Enacted literally, in the movement’s sudden metric slowing, the rhythmic ¾
pulse established in the Sanctus dissolves into an elusive texture of layered legato suspensions
between intertwining woodwind and strings. The sense of parenthesis is also created allusively,
in the Präludium’s reference at precisely this point of the Mass liturgy to the historical Mass
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tradition of organ improvisation. Indeed, the aurally blurred layers of sound, enhanced by string
and woodwind registral similarity, mimic an organ.

Ex. 4.24: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 79-110 (vocal score)

Emerging out of this temporal parenthesis into the 12/8 of the Benedictus, the solo violin and
woodwind make reference to the Sanctus in their reassertion of pulse. But it very quickly
becomes clear that this is no return to a status quo—the temporal suspension of the Präludium
has brought about a transformation. In Chapter Three, I outlined the ways in which the violin’s
transformed role in the Benedictus could be understood as musically expressing the theological
event—God become man—remembered in the Mass liturgy in bread and wine become
sacramental body and blood, and heralded at this very point marking the transition from the
Liturgy of the Word to the Liturgy of the Eucharist. Not only does the solo violin have its new
voice bequeathed by the woodwind instruments which have previously characterized the Holy
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Spirit (see Chapter Two), but its solo line proceeds to interact suggestively with the solo vocal
quartet throughout the Benedictus, while maintaining rhythmic elements of its orchestral
string texture (the eighths in the solo violin in m. 149, for example, bear more resemblance to
the orchestral strings in m. 148, than to the legato lines of the vocal parts, see Ex. 4.25).

Ex. 4.25: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 145-149
(solo violin/upper strings/solo vocal quartet)

Throughout the creation of this new hybrid voice, Beethoven contrasts the ideas of inner and
outer compellingly. The most obvious of these comparisons is evident in the solo violin’s
introduction of the vocal line (m. 119, Ex. 4.26)—startling in its individuality, a familiar
instrument transformed—until it is joined by the solo vocal quartet in m. 133 (Ex. 4.27). Here,
the melody we have just heard in the solo violin is re-contextualized between four voices and
given words, so that when the solo violin reenters in m. 140 (Ex. 4.28), the listener understands
the violin differently, as (in part) joining the multiple human voices. The theological
implications are strong: the violin’s individuality is first heard alone, and then this
individuality finds a home in a many-voiced world.
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Ex. 4.26: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 116-121 (solo violin and upper strings)

Ex. 4.27: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 133-135
(solo violin/upper strings/solo vocal quartet)
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Ex. 4.28: Missa solemnis, Sanctus mm. 139-144
(solo violin/upper strings/solo vocal quartet)

The link between inner and outer is also explored more subtly at the very beginning of
the Benedictus. Previously in this chapter, I have referenced the chorus bass’s intoning of
“Benedictus qui venit in nomine domine” (Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord,
Benedictus, mm. 114-117) that accompanies the introduction of the solo violin. As well as
evoking timelessness, Beethoven’s invocation of chant at this moment in the Missa evocatively
captures the paradox of inner and outer, at work theologically and musically: many voices
singing in unison, at almost unvaried pitch, creating the aural illusion of a single voice. Perhaps
it is only out of such a moment of parenthesis and possibility that Beethoven can write the
simultaneous instruction to the solo violin “dolce e cantabile” (m. 119). The marking is one of
five cantabile instructions in the entire Missa solemnis, the other four markings given to
woodwind instruments—in their walk-on character roles as the Holy Spirit—or as movement
descriptors (the Benedictus marked, for example, as Andante molto cantabile). The use of
cantabile as a direction for the solo violin is thus laden with meaning: it evokes the cantabile
markings of the woodwind instruments that have handed the violin its new character, and it also
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makes obvious reference to the human voice, heralding the vocal quartet that is about to join the
violin in m.133. In this way, Beethoven asks the violin to sing itself into Otherness, to be both
itself and not itself.
Beethoven’s specific use of language reinforces the musical and theological possibilities
found in these embodied moments. One obvious example is the manipulation of the Mass text:
in Chapter Two, I described the transformation of the conjunction “et,” a word that punctuates
the Credo, into a theological and musical statement. Beyond the Mass text, Beethoven employs
language even more directly. Of particular consequence are the composer’s musical directions.
These begin with the instruction (to performers) at the beginning of the Kyrie, “mit
Andacht” (with devotion). This is not simply a musical description but rather a direction:
Beethoven asks the musicians to translate their understanding of reverence into musical sound
and expression. Such a marking implies a shared vocabulary of experience and tradition, both
musically and liturgically. The only other time Beethoven utilizes the marking “mit Andacht” is
at the beginning of the Sanctus. Like the Kyrie, this movement has a 2/4 time signature. It calls
to mind Tovey’s description (referenced in Chapter One) of the difference between Beethoven’s
writing in the Missa and Bach’s writing in the B minor Mass as the difference between a
composer writing for liturgy and a composer “setting the text.”14 Beethoven’s specific liturgical
contextualization of what appears at first sight to be simply a musical direction links the “mit
Andacht” instruction with Beethoven’s pointed use of “cantabile.” There is a sense in which the
musical language in the Missa solemnis, like its theological language, becomes layered with
possible meaning and is embodied—as signal and as symbol.
Embodied language characterizes Beethoven’s two other authorial additions to the Missa
solemnis score. First of these is the subtitle of the pleading prayer Dona nobis pacem: “Bitte um
innern und äußern Frieden” (a prayer for inner and outer peace). As well as modern
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interpretations of Beethoven’s phrase as a commitment to individualism, in the context of more
recent scholarship, the composer’s direction also plays into philosophical and theological
conceptions of the Self and the Other (as discussed in Chapter Two). At a basic level, however,
the marking foregrounds the body: one must be inside or outside of something. This links it to
Beethoven’s other notable textual addition to the Missa solemnis: the handwritten inscription in
the autograph score, “Von Herzen - möge es wieder - zu Herzen gehen!”(From the heart - may it
again - go to the heart!). Like the Dona nobis pacem instruction, this inscription is often
interpreted as reflective of Beethoven’s personal understanding of selfhood.15 Casting the textual
additions in a different light, Mark Evan Bonds characterizes the phrase as a
“stock . . . inscription” during Beethoven’s lifetime, “widely used . . . in two contexts that
converge in the Missa solemnis: music and religion.”16 Certainly the phrase has a suggestive
literary lineage: it bears a striking resemblance to a line from Goethe’s Faust. In a scene from
Part 1 (Lines 544-5), Faust instructs the apprentice Wagner on the most effective way to move
listeners with one’s words: “Doch werdet ihr nie Herz zu Herzen schaffen/Wenn es euch nicht
von Herzen geht” (Yet your words will never move them heart to heart/If they don’t go out from
your heart). The similarity is highly suggestive, and speaks to an evolving eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century cultural concern with language and sincerity. As Bonds outlines, pre-1830
music operated within a framework of rhetoric. In this context, the rhetoric of the late
Enlightenment did not equate the idea of "the heart" with sincerity or authenticity: Bonds
describes the agreement of “composers and critics” that “music was the ‘language of the heart,’
powerless by itself to convey rational ideas.”17 Properly harnessed, however, music’s natural
"weakness" could be directed to rhetorical advantage, becoming “all the more capable of moving
listeners’ passions.”18 In marked contrast, Bonds charts the evolution of self-expressive musical
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listening and understanding post-1830, a phenomenon linked to the nineteenth-century
culture-wide rise in individualism. Music was no longer a persuasive art serving the tastes of its
audience; instead, music was understood as a mouth-piece for the composer-as-oracle, whose
“utterances” it was now “the responsibility of listeners to interpret.”19 Such musical subjectivity
had a helpfully universal application: as Bonds notes, “The universal self . . . could be found in
the individual self . . . the artist was no longer simply a creator of a distinctive style or manner
but now a potentially unique source of knowledge, with implications for all.”20 Against this
cultural backdrop, Bonds emphasizes the importance placed on sincerity, a quality understood
as innate to self-expression. As Bonds describes it, this attitude had an ethical element:
“Sincerity . . . held the moral high ground, for it was by definition perceived as authentic and as
such ‘true.’”21 As previously mentioned, Beethoven’s inscription to the Archduke Rudolf was in
common usage in the early nineteenth century, stripping the addendum of some of its
perceived personal quality. However, the phrase also speaks to a certain intensity of
communication and exchange that recalls E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 1814 description of a composer
and a listener bound together by shared language and a shared sense of personal interiority:
“Only that composition that emanates truly and powerfully from the interiority [of the
composer] penetrates to the interior of the listener. The spirit understands only the language of
the spirit.”22 Additionally, framed in a theological context, the phrase also speaks to a scriptural
concept that lies at the heart of the Mass liturgy: the “Word made Flesh.”23 Daniel Chua
understood this idea in terms of "sight."24 By contrast, Goethe’s Faust understands the way in
which language can be embodied, and crucially, can also connect individuals/bodies—an
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association that echoes the theological concept of the Word made flesh. Language can speak
both to inner and outer bodily experience, moving fluidly between them. This is the theological
ideal that Beethoven’s Missa solemnis enacts musically and textually: it enacts a body that can
be heard.
Throughout this chapter, I have invoked the myriad ways in which theological and
musical concepts are in conversation within the Missa solemnis. One final example of dialogue
emphases again the ways in which consideration of these different identities within the Missa
allows each to illuminate meaning in the other. In his examination of autobiographical listening,
Bonds characterizes music pre-1830 as operating within a “rhetorical” framework of
understanding, defined as an “art of persuasion.”25 In contrast, as discussed previously in this
chapter, music post-1830 appealed to Romantic understandings of "the self" in representing the
musical work as an expression of the composer’s inner self. Given the Missa’s composition
period (early 1820s)—and in spite of Beethoven’s famously unique self-characterization—Bonds’
invocation of music as “rhetoric” is thought-provoking. Inherent in the idea of rhetoric as an art
of persuasion is an attentiveness to the listener: as Peter Mack points out, “The central principle
underlying rhetoric is that the speech writer must continually reflect on who the audience are
and on what he wants them to think.”26 These two ideas are present in the Missa as both musical
composition and as liturgy: in my discussion of vernacular languages and their frameworks of
reference in Chapter Three, I outlined ways in which theological and musical rituals create
communities of meaning. Beethoven himself understood the Missa as particularly attentive to
its audience: as Birgit Lodes recounts, the composer described his “primary goal in composing
this grand Mass” was “to awaken and permanently instill religious feeling in both the
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singers and listeners.”27 Yet Beethoven’s “rhetoric,” theological and musical, is paradoxically also
attentive to the subjective listener. In responding to Beethoven’s description of “The Catholic
[entering] church on Sunday in his best clothes and in a joyful and festive mood,” Lodes remarks
that “For [Beethoven] the focus lies . . . on the human being entering the church, in whom
emotions should be stirred and devotion awakened.”28 Thus, Beethoven crafts a hybrid, multidimensional language, a vernacular that speaks to the individual listener, allowing them to
locate their self within the spaces of the Missa—and at the same time understand that it is this
same self that draws them into belonging in community with others.
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CONCLUSION

In his essay “The Liturgy of Theory,” Christopher A. Dustin describes the original
meaning of the word “theory” as closer to “spectating”: the theoroi, he notes, were ambassadors,
sent out from their native cities to observe other cultures and report back their findings.1
Significantly, their learning comprised not only observation, but also participation in “rituals
and festivals.”2 Thus, “‘theoretical’ seeing,” in its original iteration, “was active and experientially
engaged. The theoros did not just examine, but was literally and figuratively moved by what he
saw.”3 To my mind, this evocation of what theory can be speaks profoundly to my own
experience of the Missa solemnis, and moreover suggests implications for musical listening
more generally.
This dissertation began as a response to a personal listening experience that was
multidimensional. On that New York pavement, I understood what was happening in the
Missa’s Benedictus in part through my body, framing my somatic knowledge with my
accumulated listening knowledge of the piece up until that point in the score. While this is not a
comparative study, what I heard was further shaped by what I knew of Beethoven’s music, and
musical writing for the Mass generally. Later, in my consultation of the Mass liturgy, I
discovered the ways in which the Benedictus could be understood to acknowledge bodies
explicitly in its referencing of liturgical movement. In directing my discussion as an
investigation of the Missa in dialogue with liturgical form, I have deliberately constructed an
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approach that considers the Missa as a multidisciplinary art form: as music, text, and liturgical
dimension. This is an approach that I read as largely absent from Missa solemnis critical
discourse and as potentially fruitful. In Chapter One, I undertook a survey of Missa reception
and scholarship, tracking an emerging trend that Nicholas Chong has termed “deCatholicization”—that is, the consideration of the Missa as verging on absolute music.4 I
considered this largely post-Adorno critical impulse as (in part) a commentary on contemporary
cultural contexts and self-understandings, and the vital role Beethoven’s perceived
individualism plays in this evolutionary narrative. My investigation of contemporary responses
to the Missa and their contexts was also relevant on a personal level: I, too, am a product of
many of these environments, and this critique served as an important reminder of the ways in
which my own sense of self might influence my musical listening and ability to derive meaning.
Additionally, in this chapter I also highlighted the ways in which a purely musical account of the
Missa ignores the inherently dynamic identity of the work and limits the range of meanings
available to be heard. Ultimately, I proposed three scholarly voices—Donald Francis Tovey,
Charles Rosen and Nicholas Chong—as modelling what I regard as more useful "hybrid"
approaches to the Missa solemnis, involving attention to the text, acknowledgment of liturgy,
and awareness of the work’s socio-historical production context.
Given the curious performance history of the Missa solemnis (outlined in Chapter Two),
any consideration of the work as interacting with liturgical form is in part an investigation of the
socio-historical context of the Missa’s production. In Chapter Two, I examined the world of early
nineteenth-century Vienna, describing some of the complexities of its social and cultural life. I
focused in particular on the role of the Mass liturgy as a site of debate and reform, reflecting the
ongoing influence of Enlightenment thought on Christian faith-practice. The Catholic
Aufklärung was especially relevant to this discussion, both due to the influence of its leading
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theologians and their proposed reforms on contemporary Viennese liturgical experience, and
because of Beethoven’s personal ties with one of its principal figures, Johann Michael Sailer. In
his work, Sailer raised the idea of “vernaculars” at work in the Mass liturgy: vernaculars of
spoken language, but also of physical movement.5 Inspired by Sailer’s suggestion, I considered
the ways in which a knowledge of the Missa’s socio-historical context of production together
with an understanding of the experience of the Mass as liturgy (described in this chapter) might
allow the listener to perceive different vernaculars at work in the music—for example, in the
various interactions between music, text and liturgical movement. I concluded that, contrary to
the rigidity that might be expected as the result of reference to socio-historical context and the
Mass liturgy, the opposite was true. Examining the Missa in light of these contexts suggested a
field of interdisciplinary idea and interaction that is not apparent in an approach that considers
the Missa exclusively as music.
In Chapter Three I focused on the idea of a bodily vernacular, a mode of expression that I
read as common to both music and liturgical experience. I presented the body as a site of
interdisciplinary conversation, expanding my discussion to include reference to contemporary
literature (Woolf, Sebald, Teju Cole), visual art (Tacita Dean), and art criticism (Marina Warner)
in an effort to contextualize somatic knowledge as critical to the creation of meaning, both
within the Missa solemnis and with reference to broader cultural understandings. Additionally,
an examination of somatic experience allowed me to look to the Mass liturgy as offering a
perhaps unlikely template for a consideration of music as listening experience. In considering a
number of characteristics common to both liturgy and performed music, I concluded that
aspects of liturgical thinking were useful in my efforts to acknowledge musical works as
multidimensional experiences, as well as embodying through sound both physical and
metaphorical spaces of exchange and meaning. Bruce T. Morrill’s evocation of anamnesis in the
5
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liturgy as an embodied remembering offered a prism through which to examine musical
experience, particularly in relation to the listener.6
Theological scholarship has also offered a countering view to the linear narratives
common to musicological considerations of the Missa. For example, Nathan D. Mitchell
describes a “sacramental speech” that is inherently “fragmentary” and thus, “open to multiple
interpretations.”7 Drawing on this insight, in Chapter Four I continued the tracing of the body
begun in Chapter Three by seeking to characterize the kinds of musical spaces in the Missa
solemnis in which the embodied self might be found. In doing so, I once again drew on liturgical
and theological thinking (Morrill, Williams) as a model for negotiating the multidimensional
temporality of the Missa, employing an understanding of both liturgy and music as
paradoxically ritualized yet fluid spaces that simultaneously incorporate pasts and presents (and
their respective frameworks of reference and meaning). Ultimately, this chapter interpreted its
search for the body in the Missa as an attempt to locate and understand the "self" invoked in the
work. This task has been a source of concern for scholars ever since Adorno’s 1959 essay in
which he deemed Beethoven’s subjectivity “alienated” from the Missa (addressed in Chapter
One).8 In addition, it is directly related to the historical relationship of the modern listener with
Beethoven, as defined by the evolution of contemporary selfhood and Beethoven’s perceived role
in that evolutionary process. In Chapter Four, I suggested that, rather than emphasizing binaries
such as subjective and objective, individual and collective, the Missa solemnis creates hybrid
vernaculars and spaces that allow the self and the shared experience of the collective to co-exist
and engage in dialogue. In doing so, the Missa references a more multidimensional self than
might be suggested by a narrowed interpretation of the contemporary individual.
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Carolyn Abbate’s examination of Vladimir Jankélévitch’s musical binaries—“drastic”
(live performance) and “gnostic” (hermeneutic knowledge)—locates the “drastic” concept largely
in the act of performance. Abbate as listener is the mediator of this experience, but in her
listening role she reacts to drama occurring elsewhere: in one example, “drastic courage” occurs
on stage, when a tenor’s voice repeatedly cracks during Die Meistersinger and he forges on
regardless.9 In my examination of the Missa solemnis as in dialogue with the Mass liturgy, I
have attempted to shape an alternative participatory listening experience. Rather than define
the “drastic” as the musical immediacy of performed sound and subsequent listener reaction, I
have attempted to explore the Missa as a work that creates space for both “drastic” and
“gnostic” experiences in the body of the listener. In inviting the listener to hear an "imagined"
liturgical experience I have sought to expand the meanings created in the Missa, as well as to
expand the ways in which the listener understands themselves in the act of listening—as
individual and as part of a collective form.
A closing thought: Beethoven’s musical instructions in the Missa are relatively sparse,
particularly for voice. In the final utterance of the solo vocal quartet in the whole Missa,
however, Beethoven writes the musical instruction “espressivo” (Agnus Dei, m. 374). This is the
only use of this marking in the entire Mass, aside from the “Adagio espressivo” subtitle
designating a formal section in the Credo (Credo, m. 156). In writing “espressivo” at this
concluding point, and particularly in applying the term to the solo quartet, Beethoven causes the
ordinary musical marking to speak in a vernacular that the Missa has created. “Espressivo”
represents, in a sense, the last parenthetical space in the work, a quality of musical space that, in
my reading, has come to embody a home of the self within the Missa. Here, the paradox of "true
expression" is finally achieved in four individual voices singing collectively, yet still able to be
distinguished one from the other—a subjective self located in relationship and in dialogue with
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others. Furthermore, Beethoven’s “espressivo” speaks eloquently to the Mass form as a whole: it
is only at the end, after journeying through the Missa solemnis’ multi-dimensional spaces and
possibilities for meaning, that the solo voices, together with the listener, can finally give
expression to themselves and one another—can indeed speak of a “pacem,” in which
Beethoven’s inner and outer coexist.
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